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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
 
MCAIR recently completed a conceptual design study to define modification
 
approaches to, and derive planning prices for the conversion of a two place
 
Harrier to a V/STOL control, display and guidance research aircraft. This
 
study was performed for NASA Ames Research Center under the NASA contract
 
"Conceptual Design Study of Modifications to Harrier G-VTOL" (NASA Contract
 
NAS2-9748). The statement of work for this program is contained in Appendix A.
 
NASA's objective is the flight investigation of control systems that have
 
been developed by analysis and simulation. Satisfactory handling qualities for
 
all weather VTOL operation both shipborne and landbased, are to be sought in
 
transition, approach, landing and takeoff.. Control concepts such as rate damping,
 
attitude stabilization, velocity command, and cockpit controllers are to be
 
demonstrated. Display formats will also be investigated, and landing, navigation
 




This MCAIR study is an early step in a long term NASA program. The proposed
 
test bed aircraft is to fly in 1981 so that NASA can spend the eighties developing
 
the control and display technology.for the future. The obvious application is to
 
the U.S. Navy Type A and Type B V/STOL which have an IOC in the early nineties.
 
Thus, MCAIR was asked to define and schedule modifications to a British civil 
registry Harrier (G-VTOL) that would permit this testing. The resulting pro-. 
gram schedule is shown in Figure 1-1. 
The modifications defined leave the front cockpit of the Harrier virtually
 
untouched. Thus, the safety pilot, flying in this cockpit is flying an unchanged
 
two place Harrier. The rear cockpit is modified such that it can be quickly '
 
adapted to faithfully simulate the controls, displays and handling qualities of
 
a Type A or Type B V/STOL. The safety pilot always has take command capability.
 
The modifications studied fall.into two categories: basic modifications and
 
optional modifications. The basic modifications include a simplex parallel digital
 
fly-by-wire flight control system, a data acquisition system, a headup display, a
 
landing guidance system, simulation, system software, ground tests, and airworthi­
ness tests. The optional modifications include a duplex series digital fly-by­
wire flight control system, throttle and nozzle control systems (simplex parallel,
 




Technical descriptions of the basic modifications are contained in Section 2.
 
Technical descriptions of the optional modifications are contained in Section 3.
 
The modification plan and schedule as well as the test plan and schedule are pre­
sented in Section 4. The failure mode and effects analysis, aircraft performance,
 
aircraft weight, and aircraft support are discussed in Section 5.
 
The task -descriptions contained in Appendix B were prepared to aid in deriv­
ing the planning prices needed by NASA. (Those cost estimates were provided to
 
NASA under separate cover.) Appendix C presents-the detailed failure mode and
 
effects analysis that was performed. Appendix D summarizes the disposition of
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FIGURE 1-1 NASA RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
MCAIR strongly believes that the NASA Two Place V/STOL Research Aircraft
 
will be an extremely valuable research tool for studying a variety of problems
 
associated with V/STOL flight. We are anxious to participate with NASA in
 






The basic modifications to the two place Harrier which were investigated
 
in this conceptual design study were simplex digital computer flight controls
 
for the aft cockpit, a flight test data acquisition system, a programmable
 
head up display, a landing guidance system, manned flight simulation, software
 
for the onboard computer, ground tests of the modified aircraft and equipment,
 
and airworthiness tests of the aircraft before delivery to NASA.
 
2.1 SIMPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
 
'The flight control system design modifications were established on the
 
basis that the rear cockpit will be the evaluation pilot station and the forward
 
cockpit will be the safety pilot and solo pilot station. Sufficient information
 
will be provided in the front cockpit to enable the safety pilot to monitor the
 
activity of the evaluation pilot and of the digital flight control systems and
 
to disengage these systems should the necessity arise. The front seat pilot
 
would then fly the aircraft using an essentially unmodified Harrier flight con­
trol system.
 
2.1.1 SIMPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - The aft cockpit's control
 
stick and rudder pedals are mechanically disconnected from the Harrier flight
 
control system and electrical position and force transducers substituted to,
 
provide pilot command inputs. Electrical torque motors provide artificial feel.
 
An onboard digital computer will be used to compute pitch, roll and yaw commands
 
to the servo actuators which will be attached to the mechanical linkages of the
 
Harrier longitudinal, lateral and directional flight control systems. It will
 




Figure 2-1 is a schematic diagram of the longitudinal control system. An
 
electromechanical servoactuator is attached to the longitudinal mechanical control
 
mechanism at the tailplane compensator. This is a parallel servo since it moves
 
all of the mechanical controls, including the front cockpit stick, as well as the
 
valve on the stabilator actuator. The limited authority series servo in the
 
Harrier stabilator actuator will be retained and an electromechanical series
 
servo actuator will be added to the forward reaction control valve (RCV). The
 
'series servo design for this RCV will be based on that developed for the YAV-8B
 
(the forward RCV of the production Harrier is not servoed). Note that the series
 
servos will not move the forward cockpit control stick.
 
When the digital fly-by-wire control system is turned off, the safety pilot
 
has the standard Harrier flight control system. (The drag of the parallel servo
 
will be low and will not affect handling qualities.) He can then fly the aircraft
 
with or without the production stability augmentation system.
 
When the digital flight control system is turned on, the evaluation pilot's
 
stick force and stick position are measured by the transducers connected to the
 
stick and applied to the digital computer. Using these signals and other infor­
mation, such as aircraft angular rates, accelerations and air data, the digital
 
computer calculates the signals to send to the parallel servo. In special
 
situations, small-amplitude high-frequency signals could also be sent to the
 
series servos. The computer would also use these signals to compute the signal
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The forward pilot can monitor the position of the stabilator and RCVs
 
commanded by the parallel servo by monitoring the activity of his control stick.
 
If he deems it necessary, he can press a button on the stick grip or throttle
 
and immediately disengage the fly-by-wire flight control system. Alternatively,
 
he can apply sufficient stick force to cause the force disengage switch attached
 
to the stick to disengage the parallel servo, and if this force link fails, he can
 
manually override the parallel servo. A master switch on his control panel can
 
also be used to switch off the system.
 
Longitudinal trim is accomplished by feeding trim signals from the aft
 
cockpit through the computer and into the parallel servo. The normal system
 
trim actuator is slaved to the computer so that the trim position of the
 
,normal trim actuator is the same as the trim position of the parallel servo.
 
The technique for implementing the variable feel system for the aft stick
 
is shown in Figure 2-2. The force transducer (strain gage) on the aft stick
 
provides stick force information to the computer. The computer then computes
 
the stick position which would give the desired stick-force stick-displacement
 
characteristic. This desired stick position is compared to the actual stick
 
position measured by the stick position transducer (RVDT) and the resulting
 
error signal used to position the stick. This technique is widely used at MCAIR
 
and throughout the industry to provide variable feel systems for manned simulators.
 
The main component of the electromechanical parallel servo actuator is a two­
phase servo motor equipped with a gear train to reduce velocity and increase torque.
 
An RVDT is used for position feedback and a tachometer is used to provide rate feed­
back for servo stabilization. Brakes are not used so that when the servo actuator
 
is electrically disengaged it rotates freely. When the pilot overpowers the servo
 




Since the parallel servo has to move the entire longitudinal mechanical con­
trol system, an analysis was performed to estimate the longitudinal servoactuator
 
frequency response. Longitudinal mechanical control system dynamics data developed
 
during the YAV-8B forward servo RCV design activities along with a nonlinear model
 
of the electrohydraulic servoactuator were used in the frequency response calcu­
lations. The resulting stabilator yalve position/servo command frequency responses
 
are shown in Figure 2-3. It can be seen that the frequency response depends on the
 
amplitude of the input signal. It was found that the bandpass was determined by
 
the force level at which the pilot could override the servo. A pilot override
 
force of 26 pounds was used for this study. Increasing the pilot override force
 
level would increase the bandpass. If the frequency response capability of the
 
parallel servo is found to be inadequate for certain closed loop control config­




Figure 2-4 shows response to the forward cockpit stick/series servo input
 
frequency response and the series servo output/series servo input frequency
 
response. These frequency responses are almost identical to about 4 Hz. There­
fore, the motion of the forward stick should give the safety pilot a good indication
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The lateral control system is shown in Figure 2-5. In concept, it is
 
identical to the longitudinal system. Aft cockpit stick force and stick position
 
signals are sent to the computer which computes commands for the parallel servo
 
which has been added to the lateral system. The parallel servo drives the lateral
 
control system mechanism, including the forward cockpit stick and servo valves on
 
both ailerons. The roll RCVs are mechanically connected to the ailerons. Forward
 
cockpit disengage includes stick and throttle disengage buttons, stick force
 
electrical disengage, and force override of the parallel actuator. The limited
 
authority series servos of the production Harrier aileron actuators can be used
 
to augment the parallel servo's frequency response capability if necessary. Trim
 
is accomplished in the same manner as in the longitudinal system.
 
The directional control system is shown in Figure 2-6. In concept it is
 
similar to the longitudinal and lateral systems. However, the rudder of the
 
Harrier is not powered. Therefore, the parallel servo will experience the rudder
 
airloads. Since the pilot must be able to override the parallel servo driving
 
the rudder, airloads will also be able to override the servo so the rudder will
 
be hinge moment limited during fly-by-wire flight. Figure 2-7 gives the rudder
 
hinge moment versus airspeed for rudder deflections of 50, 100, and 150. Since
 
a rudder force of 100 pounds is equivalent to 812.5 inch-pounds of rudder hinge
 
moment, it can be seen that the selected override force value of 100 pounds will
 
provide full rudder displacement of 150 for airspeeds to approximately 160 KEAS.
 
The yaw puffer of the production Harrier is servoed and the production yaw
 
puffer servo will be available to augment the frequency response capabilities
 
of the parallel servo. The method used for directional trim will be the same
 
as used for longitudinal and lateral trim.
 
Figure 2-8 gives the pitch, roll and yaw parallel servo actuator override
 
forces which the safety pilot must exert if his electrical force disengage does
 
not function. The electrical disengage force loads, which will be well below
 
these override force levels, will be determined in manned simulations.
 
The maximum rates of stabilator actuator and aileron actuators are 60 degrees/
 
second and 80 degrees/second, respectively. The parallel actuators would be sized
 
to have a maximum rate capability about 10% higher than these values. It is
 




Figures 2-9 thru 2-11 show the longitudinal, lateral and directional flight
 
-control systems installed'in the aircraft. The installations of the longitudinal
 
and directional parallel servos are shown in Figure 2-12. The longitudinal parallel
 
servo is connected at the tailplane compensator. The directional parallel servo
 
is connected at the rudder compensator. Spring cartridges are included so that
 




The installation of the lateral parallel servo is shown in Figure 2-13. This
 
servo is attached to the front spar of the wing. A spring cartridge enables the
 
safety pilot to fly the aircraft if the parallel servo jams.
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Figures 2-14 through 2-16 show how the position transducers, force transducers
 




It is important to note that both electrohydraulic and electromechanical
 
actuators were considered for mechanizing the parallel servos. Electromechanical
 
actuators were chosen for two reasons. First, it is mandatory that the actuator
 
be instantly disengaged and "float" while the safety pilot flies the aircraft.
 
This could be done with off the shelf electromechanical actuators, but required
 
development efforts if electrohydraulic actuators were used. Second, any appre­




2.1.2 COCKPIT INFORMATION AND DISENGAGE REQUIREMENTS - The special controls
 
in the two place V/STOL Research Aircraft are pictured in Figures 2-17 and 2-18.
 
The panels are further described in Figures 2-19 through 2-24. The pilot in the
 
aft cockpit is the test conductor and has the necessary controls to engage the
 
fly-by-wire system and change the computer program parameter values. The front
 
cockpit-pilot is the safety pilot and has the controls necessary to override or
 
disconnect the fly-by-wire system and revert to the normal airplane control system.
 
If a failure occurs in any axis of control, the safety pilot can take command by

applying control force of a moderate level to activate a force disengage switch.
 
The computer will then disengage the servo which is not operating properly.
 
The force levels required for the safety pilot to override the pitch, roll, and
 
yaw parallel servos are given in Figure 2-8. The safety pilot will also have
 
emergency disengage buttons on his stick and throttle lever.
 
- The controls for operating the digital flight control system are in the 
aft cockpit. They include a keyboard and single line readout for entering para­
meter values such as system gains into the computer. The individual axis gains 
are selectable and are shown on the aft cockpit panel and repeated on the forward
 
cockpit control panel. The aft cockpit panel has the system engage switch which
 
activates the fly-by-wire system if the safety pilot has activated the enable
 
switch in the forward cockpit. The head-up display is used to show both pilots
 
that there is a satisfactory range of mismatch between the forward and aft control
 
position before the fly-by-wire system is engaged. Both cockpits have indicators
 
showing channel selection, gain selection, built-in test results, and engage
 
enable status, but only the aft cockpit has the controls to change the computer
 
program parameters. A built-in safety included in the electronic design will
 
limit a computer program parameter change to be made only when the system is not
 
engaged. A summary of the cockpit displays, control selection available, and
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MUST BE ACTIVATED PRIOR TO 
AFT COCKPIT ENGAGEMENT) 
o INFLIGHT FAILURE 	 ALERT AND DEFINE TO THE FLIGHT 
MONITORING 	 CREW THOSE FAILURES DETECTED 
BY THE INFLIGHT INTEGRITY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND THE 
AFFECT OF AUTOMATIC DISENGAGE-




























LIGHT ON OR OFF
 
(BOTH COCKPITS) 
RED MASTER FAIL 
LIGHT ON OR OFF 
(BOTH COCKPITS) 
RED MODE LIGHT ON 





























AND DISENGAGE REQUIREMENTS 
PROVISION COCKPIT 	 FUNCTION 

DIGITAL COMPUTER CONSOLE AFT 
o 	 GAIN SELECTION SELECTIVE ENABLEMENT OF AIR-
CRAFT FBW DYNAMIC RESPONSE AND 
FEEL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

FOR EACH CONTROL SYSTEM AXIS 

(THROTTLE AND NOZZLE SYSTEMS 
IF APPLICABLE) WITHIN A PRE-
DEFINED SAFE RANGE OF VALUES 
o 	 GAIN ENGAGE ENGAGE SELECTED GAINS (AVAIL-




o MASTER DISENGAGE AFT MASTER CONTROL PANEL DISENGAGE-




o 	SWITCH DISENGAGEMENT OF ALL CONTROL 
SYSTEM MODES SELECTED 
STICK AND THROTTLE FWD 
STICK 	 AFT 
o 	FORCE LINK FWD CONTROL STICK AND RUDDER 
PEDALS - DISENGAGEMENT OF ALL 
CONTROL SYSTEM MODES SELECTED 





THROTTLE AND NOZZLE -

DISENGAGEMENT OF THROTTLE 
AND NOZZLE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BY APPLICATION OF A 
SPECIFIED FORCE LEVEL 
­
o AUTOMATIC DISENGAGEMENT INFLIGHT INTEGRITY MANAGEMENT 
AUTOMATIC DISENGAGEMENT OF 
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FIGURE 2-25 CONT'D 
COCKPIT INFORMATION 
AND DISENGAGE REQUIREMENTS 
PROVISION COCKPIT FUNCTION INDICATION 
RED MODE LIGHT ON 
OR OFF FOR FAILED 
CONTROL SYSTEM BY 
AXIS AND/OR CHANNEL 
(THROTTLE AND 




AMBER MODE LIGHT(S) 
AND/OR GREEN MASTER 
ENGAGE/DISENGAGE 








BOTH ENABLE MANUAL ALIGNMENT OF 
FORWARD AND AFT COCKPIT 
CONTROL DISPLACEMENTS FOR AIR-





MENT FOR EACH 
CONTROL SYSTEM BY 
AXIS (THROTTLE AND 





FWD DISPLACE COCKPIT CONTROL 
STICK AND RUDDER PEDALS 











FWD MANUALLY OVERRIDE ANY FBW 
CONTROL SYSTEM COMMAND IF 
DISENGAGEMENT IS NOT POSSIBLE 
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2.1.3 COMPUTER HARDWARE - A trade study was conducted to select a digital
 
computer to perform flight control system and display system computations.
 
The three candidate computers for the flight control system and display
 
and control system were the IBM AP-101,the ROLM 1664 and the ROLM Ruggedized
 
Eclipse. The criterion for selecting the three candidates was the availability
 
of a HAL/S compiler. A search for additional candidates was made but no other
 
suitable computers with an associated HAL/S compiler are available. The ROLM
 
1664 does not, in fact, have a compatible HAL/S compiler but Intermetrics Inc.,
 
(the company that developed the HAL/S compiler for the AP-101) states that a
 
moderate change to an existing compiler for the Nova Computer will produce a
 
somewhat limited ROLM 1664 compatibility.
 
The IBM AP-101 computer is being used in the Space Shuttle and an F-8
 
aircraft digital fly-by-wire system; 56 have been delivered to date. The ROLM
 
1664 has been available for about a year and has been used in small numbers on
 
a NASA-Langley Helicopter Program, and on various U.S. Navy shipboard applica­
tions. An order for just under 200 computers has been placed by the U.S. Navy
 
under a "Design to Price" contract. The Ruggedized Eclipse Computer is being
 
designed for a U.S. Army application and its architecture is almost identical
 
to that of the Data General Eclipse Commercial Computer. Since the Ruggedized
 
Eclipse is only in the development stage, the data available for this trade
 
study was very limited. Although the manufacturer will not furnish even bud­
getary cost data, preliminary information from ROLM Corp. indicates that the
 




A comparison of the important trade study parameters and the computer
 
selected are shown in Figure 2-26. The following paragraphs present the
 




Software Support - An extensive support software library is available
 
with each of the three candidate computers. The support software for the
 
AP-101 includes program development software, which is used with the IBM
 
360/370 equipment, plus preflight and inflight self-test programs for fault
 
detection and isolation. The AP-101 support software includes such HOL com­
pilers as HAL/S, FORTRAN, JOVIAL and others.
 
The ROLM 1664 computer support software includes an extensive software
 
development library and program debugging software which can be used for pre­
flight software check. Compilers are available fot FORTRAN, ALGOL and BASIC.
 
The ROLM 1664 Computer does not have an inflight self-test program which
 
is an important component in the IFIM and Redundancy Management software modules.
 




The ROLM.1664 computer does not have a HAL/S compiler although a HAL/S
 
compiler has been developed for a similar machine, the NOVA computer. A
 
compiler could be developed for the ROLM 1664 by either retargeting the NOVA
 
compiler or by generating a new code generator for the ROLM 1664. Disadvan­




IBM AP-101 ROLM 1664 
HAL/S COMPILER AVAILABLE / 
INFLIGHT SELF TEST I 
RELIABILITY (MTBE) 1050 NOT AVAILABLE 
WEIGHT - LB (32K) 46 85 
SIZE - IN 7.62 X 10.12 X 19.56 7.62 X 13.12 X 24.31 
MEMORY EXPANSION (16 BIT WDS) 160K 64K 
THROUGHPUT (KOPS) 405 490 
COST - NONRECURRING INCL TEST SET $138,000 $233,100 
- RECURRING (2 COMPUTERS) 316,000 109,900 




























o 	The retargeted compiler would not be as efficient as a compiler gener­
ated specifically for the ROLM 1664.
 
The big advantages in using the retargeted compiler are a considerable
 
cost saving and a shorter development time.
 
The AP-10 HAL/S computer was developed for the NASA Space Shuttle program.
 
Early difficulties experienced with the compiler have been corrected and it is
 
reported that the compiler efficiency is very good.
 
NASA/Houston has developed extensive software which was used to debug and
 
validate the operational flight program for Space Shuttle. The software was
 
written to operate on the IBM 360/370 and would be useful on this program if
 
the AP-101 computer were used.
 
The ROLM Ruggedized Eclipse Computer will have a support software comple­
ment similar to that of the ROLM 1664.
 
A summary of support software available for the candidate computers is
 
shown in Figure 2-27. The immediate availability of a very efficient HAL/S
 
compiler and an inflight self-test program are important factors which favor
 
selection of the AP-IOl.
 
Reliability - The IBM AP-101 computer has a specified MTBF of 1050 hours
 
and is undergoing reliability tests for the Space Shuttle. It contains burned­
in, high reliability parts similar to those incorporated in the AP-i computer
 
which was tested-and qualified for the F-15 aircraft.
 
The ROLM 1664 computer does not have a specified MTBF and has not exper­
ienced reliability tests. It uses Class C parts which require no burn-in.
 
Therefore, the IBM AP-101 computer is the most reliable candidate for use
 
in a flight control system.
 
Weight - The AP-101 computer has a definite weight advantage over the
 
other candidates. As shown below, the uninstalled weight advantage over the
 
ROLM 1664 in a triplex configuration is 117 lb.
 
WEIGHT-LB (32K MEMORY) WEIGHT PENALTY
 
CONFIGURATION AP-1OI ROLM 1664 ROLM R.E. ROLM 1664 ROLM R.E.
 
SIMPLEX 46 85 80 	 +39 +34
 
DUPLEX 92 170 160 	 +78 +68
 
TRIPLEX 138 255 240 	 +117 +102
 
Size - As shown below the AP-101 computer has a size advantage over the
 
ROLM computers. This is most important in the duplex and triplex configurations.
 



































FIGURE 2-27 SUPPORT SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 
its mounting on the lower aft access door. For the triplex configuration, in
 
addition to the door mounting problem, the 13.12 in. width of the ROLM computers
 
prevent their installation in the gun pod.
 
COMPUTER HEIGHT WIDTH LENGTH 
AP-101 7.62 in 10.12 in 19.56 in 
ROLM 1664 7.62 13.12 24.31 
ROLM R.E. 7.62 13.12 19.56 
Memory - Program memory requirements for the single computer in the simplex
 
system and the computers in the duplex or triplex system are shown in Figure 2-28.
 
A more detailed breakdown of memory module size is presented in Section 2-7.
 
Program estimates indicate that a 32K/16 bit memory size is sufficient for the
 
operational program and adequate spare memory. The ROLM 1664 provides internal
 
memory expansion to 64K/16 bit words, the IBM AP-101 to 160K/16 bit words.
 
The 0FP memory requirements were estimated for programming in HAL/S language.
 
The estimates were derived from comparisons with a MCAIR flight control system
 
which were programmed in assembly language. An upward adjustment of 20% was made
 
in the memory estimates to provide for the use of HAL/S language. All three com­
puters have sufficient memory capacity to satisfy initial requirements, but the
 
internal memory expansion capability of the IBM AP-101 and ROLM 1664 are an advan­
tage for future growth.
 
Computation Speed - Computation speed is a very important consideration in
 
this flight control system. MCAIR's experience has been that a computer with a
 
throughput of at least 380 Kops is necessary to perform the computation task for
 
a system with redundancy management or inflight integrity management (IFIM).
 
This minimum value is based on a computer program iteration rate of 60 per
 
second. Computer programming is assumed to be in HOL. Computation rates were
 
calculated for an instruction mix of 85% add, 10% multiply and 5% divide.
 
The ROLM 1664 Computer is somewhat faster than the AP-101 and therefore,
 




Cost Comparison - A comparison of non-recurring and recurring costs for
 
the IBM AP-101 and ROLM 1664 computers is shown in Figure 2-29 for a buy of
 
two, three and four computers. It is estimated that these quantities of com­
puters would be required for the simplex, duplex and triplex computer config­
urations, respectively. This would provide one spare computer for each config­
uration which is considered adequate. The ROLM Corp. was unwilling to supply
 




Since the unit cost of the IBM AP-1O1 computer is significantly higher
 
than the ROLM 1664, a comparison of the three configurations shows a cost
 
advantage for the ROLK 1664. However, the extra software development required
 
for the ROLM 1664 partially offsets that advantage for the simplex system and,
 
to a lesser degree, the duplex and triplex configurations.
 
ORIGINAL PArE IS 
36 OF POORP QtThLITY 
-- MEMORY WORDS (16 BITS) -
MODULE SIMPLEX DUPLEX TRIPLEX 
COMMON FUNCTION 
CONTROL LAWS 2300 2300 2300
 
IFIM/REDUNDANCY MGT 6100 3300 3900
 
EXECUTIVE 2600 2600 2600
 
Lo 








1ST COMPUTER 15,700 13,100 13,700
 
2ND COMPUTER* NONE 10,700 11,300
 
3RD COMPUTER* NONE NONE 11,300
 
TOTAL 15,700 23,800 36,300
 
*MLS/FLIGHT DIRECTOR NOT REQUIRED.
 







- HAL/S COMPILER 
- MODIFY OS FOR HAL/S 


























TWO THREE FOUR 
137,000 137,000 137,000 
NOT REQUIRED 
137,000 137,000 137,000 
316,000 474,000 632,000 
TOTAL 343,000 398,000 453,000 453,000 611,000 769,000 
*COMPILER MAINTENANCE IS ESTIMATED FOR 5 YEARS'@ $15,000 PER YEAR. 
FIGURE 2-29 COMPUTER COST COMPARISON 
Costs shown in Figure 2-29 are vendor catalog prices or estimates and
 
do not necessarily represent the actual current price of this equipment.
 
Conclusion - The IBM AP-1Ol computer was selected based on an evaluation
 
of the significant trade-off parameters. The AP-101 design incorporates high­
reliability burned-in parts. The computer has been designed to achieve high
 
reliability and has been reliability tested. The AP-101 is lighter and smaller
 
than the other candidates and has a greater memory expansion capability. An
 
inflight self-test program is available with the AP-101 and an extensively
 
reworked, efficient HAL/S compiler is immediately available. Although the
 
throughput of the AP-101 is not as fast as the ROLM computers it is within
 
the estimated requirement for this application. Thus, the advantages of the
 




Selected Computer Description - The AP-101 computer (Figure 2-30) consists 
of: 
o Central Processor unit and input/output (CPU-I/O).
 
o Main storage (MS).
 
o Power supply (PS).
 
The electrical parts and assemblies, along with the repair status of each item,
 
are listed in Figure 2-30. The internal items are accessible when the top and
 
bottom covers are removed.
 
External electrical connections to the computer are made through the I/O
 
connector J1, the aerospace ground equipment (AGE) connector J2, the dc power
 
connector J3, and the rear mounted blower power connector J4. Connectors Jl,
 
J2 and J3 are mounted on the front panel along with the time totalizing meter
 
Ml and the fault indicator DSl.
 
The computer is mounted in the aircraft shelf by means of two mounting
 
hooks on the front of the unit and two mounting pins on the rear. There are
 
two handles on the front panel.
 
Cooling air is drawn into the unit by a Retron 3501 centrifugal blower.
 
It enters through two inlet ports located on the structure front panel, passes
 
through the two side wall heat exchangers, flows into a common plenum and is
 
exhausted to the environment by the blower. Heat generated in the electronic
 
assemblies is conducted through the structure walls to heat exchanger fins where
 
it is dissipated by the forced air that passes through the ducts.
 
CPU Packaging - The CPU I/0 group consists of ten pluggable electronic
 
assemblies (A3-A8, Al0-A12 and A25), and a fault indicator (DSI) that are inter­
connected by a backpanel assembly (A23). (AO1, A02, and A09 are spare locations.)
 
The backpanel assembly consists of a multilayer printed circuit board bonded to
 
a metal support plate. Page connector receptacles are soldered to plated holes
 
in the board. The backpanel assembly is attached to two "tray rails"-which are
 
mounted to the heat exchanger rails with socket head cap screws. The ten plug­
gable electronic assemblies are plugged into the backpanel and secured to the
 






























Main Storage Packaging - The Main Storage Group consists of five pluggable
 
page assemblies (A14 through A18) interconnected by a backpanel assembly (A24).
 
Four of the page assemblies are identical, interchangeable storage pages; the
 
fifth is a timing page. A19 through A22 are spare storage page locations.
 
Power Supply Packaging - The power supply consists of a radio-frequency
 
filter (FLi) which contains power connector J3, a modular power supply (PSI),
 
and a time totalizing meter (Ml). The power supply consists of eight printed
 
circuit board assemblies and an RFI filter assembly. Each printed circuit
 
board is bonded to a metal backing plate which provides structural support.
 
Interconnections between the various printed circuit board assemblies are
 
made through a backpanel Multilayer Interconnect Board (MIB) which is mounted
 
perpendicular to the board assemblies. Each assembly is plugged to the backpanel
 
through 49-pin connectors. Discrete wires are used to connect the high power,
 
frame-mounted components to the backpanel. Input and output connections are
 
made through three 50-pin connectors mounted along the edge of the backpanel.
 
2.1.4 HYDRAULICS - The simplex flight control system requires no modifications
 
to the existing hydraulic system. Electromechanical actuators have been chosen
 
for the fly-by-wire mode so there is no increase-in hydraulic requirements.
 
2.1.5 ELECTRICAL - The existing power system in the Harrier G-VTOL consists of
 
two 4 KVA AC generators and two 2 kW transformer rectifiers. A basic assumption
 
was made that the electrical load will be similar to the post Mod 800 AV-8A. Based
 
on this assumption, the load summary shown in Figure 2-31 indicates that the addi­
tional equipment increases the load beyond the capability of the existing electrical
 
system for each of the flight control configurations. It will therefore be neces­
sary to update the aircraft to 12 KVA AC and 5 KW DC. However, this is the standard
 




The wiring for the-systems that are being removed will be capped and tied
 
back except where it can be used for the new systems or if the-available space
 
dictates that the wire be removed. New wiring will consist of compact wire
 
bundles with Kapton insulated wire.
 
2.1.6 EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION - Figure 2-32 shows the locations of the added
 
avionics equipment. With the exception of the low range airspeed system and
 
the microwave landing system mounted in the nose equipment bay, all the avionic
 
equipment for the simplex fly-by-wire control system is located in the aft equip­
ment bay. The equipment shelf was designed specifically for this test airplane
 
and is built to accept the large INS platform oriented fore and aft in the
 
airplane. It is attached to the same pickup points as the replaced shelf,
 
and includes cooling ducts that will deliver the required cooling air from the
 
aft environmental control unit. (See Figure 2-33). The equipment is accessible
 
through two large structural doors located on the sides of the fuselage between
 
Frames 33 and 36.
 
2.1.7 INCREASED ROLL POWER - A number of methods for increasing control power
 
were investigated. It was found that the roll control power could be increased
 
by about 12.5% by changing the wing tip reaction nozzle to the unit developed for
 








SIMPLEX PARALLEL 115V AC 28V DC EXISTING GVTOLPOWER SOURCE
 
ELECTRO - MICH 8130 VA 4320 W o TWO 4 KVA GENERATORS
 
















o 	INCORPORATE ECP 580 WHICH INCREASES THE POWER SOURCE TO ONE 12 KVA GENERATOR
 
AND ONE 5 KW TRU.
 
FIGURE 2-31 ELECTRICAL LOAD SUMMARY
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FIGURE 2-32 AVIONICS INSTALLATION SIMPLEX SYSTEM
 
DIGITAL COMPUTER INS PLATFORM 
COMPASS JUNCTION BOX 
4­
-- RADIO AkLT. 
1FF TRANSPONDER 
TACAN ADAPTER 
PROCRAMMABLE GRAPHICS GENERATOR 
GYRO AMPLIFIER 
EMERGENCY RADIO 
FIGURE 2-33 AVIONICS INSTALLATION EQUIPMENT BAY SHELF
 
Figure 2-34 shows the present wing tip reaction control valve design and the
 
Sea Harrier design. In the present design, upblowing does not start until the
 
aileron has traveled 6' from neutral. In the Sea Harrier design, upblowing
 
begins when the aileron starts to move from 00. Also, the upblowing force in­
creases by approximately 80 pounds at maximum deflection due to an increase in
 
the bucket area of the nozzle. The combination of the upblowing reaction control
 
on one-wing tip and the downblowing reaction control on the other produces greater
 
roll control moments for the Sea Harrier.
 
Figure 2-35 compares the reaction control rolling moments of the present
 
nozzle design and the Sea Harrier design. The Sea Harrier design produces higher
 
rolling moments over the entire range of deflections. It can be seen that at 6
 
of aileron deflection the ratio of the change in rolling moment to change in
 
aileron deflection increases for the present design. This is where upblowing
 
starts. At 7, both the downblowing shutters are fully open for both the present
 
system and Sea Harrier.
 
2.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
 
The aircraft will be instrumented for NASA use as a V/STOL control, display
 
and guidance research aircraft. The data system is anticipated to reach a maximum
 
of 90 measurands. The current measurand list is given in Figure 2-36.
 
2.2.1 MEASURAND REQUIREMENTS - Because the aircraft will be used to obtain
 
research data, NASA participation is required in the definition of measurands
 
to be acquired. To ensure the development of an integrated meaningful measurand
 
list, an early series of design coordination meetings will be held. Emphasis
 
will be placed on the definition and correlation of evaluation pilot (rear seat)
 
commands and reactions. Control surface and control system feedbacks are of
 




2.2.2 METHOD OF IMPLEMENTATION - The nucleus of the data acquisition system
 
will be the Teledyne AIFTDS-4000 data acquisition/control system. This system,
 
consisting of a Remote Multiplexer/Demultiplexer Unit (RMDU) and associated
 
transducer power supply, will be provided as GFE through NASA-Ames. MCAIR will
 
specify, procure and install the measurand sensors. The data system will consist
 
of an onboard tape recorder, provided as GFE and a telemetry system consisting
 
of signal conditioning equipment, transmitter, power divider and telemetry
 
antennas. The telemetry system and an airborne time code generator will also be
 
provided as GFE. The aircraft will be modified for upper and lower telemetry
 




2.2.3 CONFIGURATION - The RMDU, tape recorder, time code generator and telemetry
 
transmitter will be housed in a centerline pod. The loading density in the equip­
ment and avionics bay will preclude the installation of any instrumentation hardware
 
other than sensors in these areas. The configuration of the centerline pod is
 
currently being evaluated but in all probability, a configuration that is already
 
cleared for the Harrier aircraft will be chosen. Due to power dissipation loads
 
which are currently being evaluated, it may be necessary to send cool air to the
 
centerline pod under certain flight conditions. Existing pods (GFE) will be
 
modified or new pods built of suitable structural sheet metal will be manufactured
 
(GFE) based on airworthy configurations. Design installation drawings utilizing
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FIGURE 2-36 DATA ACQUISITION PRELIMINARY MEASURAND LIST
 
1. AIRSPEED PRESSURE 46. MAIN LG LIFTOFF 
2. ALTITUDE (PRESS) 47. NLG LIFTOFF 
3. Nz @ CG 48. HYD NO. 1 PRESS 
4. Nx @ CH 49. HYD NO. 2 PRESS 
5. Ny @ CG 50. HYD NOS. 1 AND 2 TEMP 
6. ANGLE OF ATTACK 51. THROTTLE ANGLE 
7. ANGLE OF SIDESLIP F.T. NOSEBOOM 52. NOZZLE ANGLE 
8. FLT PATH ACCEL 53. NOZZLE LEVER ANGLE 
9. TOTAL TEMPERATURE 54. JET PIPE TEMP 
10. ROLL ANGLE 55. LP RPM 
11. ROLL RATE 56. HP RPM 
12. PITCH RATE 57. WATER QUANTITY 
13. YAW RATE 58. WATER RUN ON/OFF 
14. PITCH ANGLE 59. FIRE WARN MONITOR 
15. FUEL QUANTITY 60. ENG FUEL FLOW 
16. ALTITUDE (RADAR) 61. ENG INLT FUEL PRESS 
17. SINK SPEED 62. PRIMARY CONTROLLER POSITION 
18. BEACON (VERTICAL VELOCITY COMMAND) 
19. RUDDER POSITION 63. PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER (HORIZONTAL 
20. TAILPLANE POSITION VELOCITY (COMMAND) 
21. TAILPLANE TRIM POSITION 64. SIDE ARM CONTROLLER (PITCH COMMAND) 
22. L AILERON POSITION 65'. SIDE ARM CONTROLLER (ROLL COMMAND) 
23. R AILERON POSITION 66. SIDE ARM CONTROLLER (YAW COMMAND) 
24. FLAP POSITION 67. THROTTLE COMMAND 
25. SPEEDBRAKE POSITION 68. THRUST VECTOR ANGLE COMMAND 
26. SAS ON/OFF 69. EVALUATION SYSTEM DISENGAGE 
27. PILOT VOICE 70. SERVO PITCH COMMAND 
28. TIME CODE GENERATOR 71. SERVO ROLL COMMAND 
29. RUDDER PEDAL FORCE 72. SERVO ENGINE THROTTLE COMMAND 
30. LONGITUDINAL STICK FORCE 73. SERVO ENGINE NOZZLE COMMAND 
31. LATERAL STICK FORCE 74. SERVO RUDDER COMMAND 
32. LONG STICK POSITION 75. SERVO RUDDER CONTROL 
33. LATERAL STICK POSITION 76. INS RCVR GLIDESLOPE ANGLE 
34. RTDDER PEDAL POSITION " 77. INS RCVR AZIMUTH ANGLE 
35. LANDING GEAR POSITION 78. INS INTEGRATOR - SLANT RANGE 
36. MAIN LANDING GEAR - LOADS - SIDE 79. TRANSVERSE SHAFT ANGLE 
37. MAIN LANDING GEAR - LOADS - DRAG 80. ROLL THRUSTER POSITION - LEFT 
38. MAIN LANDING GEAR - LOADS - TORQUE 81. ROLL THRUSTER POSITION - RIGHT 
39. MAIN LANDING GEAR - LOADS - 82. YAW THRUSTER POSITION - FORWARD 
VERTICAL BENDING - LEFT 83. PITCH THRUSTER POSITION - FORWARD 
40. MAIN LANDING GEAR - LOADS - 84. PITCH THRUSTER POSITION - AFT 
VERTICAL BENDING - RIGHT 85. INLET GUIDE VANE POSITION 
41. NOSE LANDING GEAR - LOADS - SIDE 86. COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE 
42. NOSE LANDING GEAR - LOADS - DRAG 87. NOZZLE STATIC PRESS - LEFT AFT 
43. NOSE LANDING GEAR - LOADS - TORQUE 88. NOZZLE STATIC PRESS - RIGHT AFT 
44. NOSE LANDING GEAR - LOADS - 89. NOZZLE STATIC PRESS - LEFT FORWARD 
VERTICAL BENDING - LEFT 90. NOZZLE STATIC PRESS - RIGHT FORWARD 
45. NOSE LANDING GEAR - LOADS -
VERTICAL BENDING - RIGHT 
48 OPIGINAL PAGK IS 
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2.2.4 VERIFICATION - Due to the highly flexible nature of the RMDU and of a
 
lack of similarity with existing MCAIR data systems, the checkout and verification
 
of the installed instrumentation system is going to be highly dependent on Instru­
mentation Ground Equipment (IGE) being provided as GFE. If simulated entries,
 
either physical or software controlled, are to be applied as part of the preflight
 
checkout, the instrumentation system must be responsive and capable of being
 
diagnostically evaluated to assure a high degree of confidence in flight envi­
ronment.
 
2.3 PROGRAMMABLE HEAD-UP DISPLAY (HUD)
 
The programmable HUD is based on technology being developed for the YAV-8B.
 
Programmable symbology is provided by replacing the GFE HUD Display Waveform
 
Generator (DWG) with a CFE form fit replacement Programmable Display Processor
 
(PDP). Figure 2-37 is a block diagram of the PDP.
 
The direct replacement POP is an all digital calligraphics generator
 
under the control of a microprocessor. It can communicate with both analog
 
and digital equipment and can simultaneously drive the two Pilot Display Units
 
(PDUs) with an almost unlimited variety of symbology. The PDP has a Program­
mable Read Only Memory (PROM) enabling it to perform the HUD display function
 
independently of the aircraft digital computer. This feature reserves the
 
computer time for the flight control functions and provides the pilot with
 
head-up primary flight data in case of computer failure.
 
Reprogramming is accomplished by replacing a plug-in PROM element with
 
one having the desired new code. It is estimated that no more than 2 of
 
the 12 PROM elements will be replaced for any but the most drastic symbology
 
changes. PROM elements are estimated to cost less than $100 in small lots,
 
making this an economical technique.
 




o 	Develop and debug the desired program (FORTRAN) using a host computer
 
tied into the programming adapter or insert desired program manually
 
via the adapter keyboard.
 
o 	Replace adapter PROM simulator with new PROM element and transfer
 
program into PROM element.
 
o 	Install new PROM in PDP and verify'symbology.
 
The fact that the PDP has an analog interface permits deletion of the
 
Interface/Weapon Aiming Computer (IWAC), for a weight savings of 14.5 pounds.
 








o 	Install Programmable Display Processor (PDP).
 




FIGURE 2-37 PROGRAMMABLE DISPLAY PROCESSOR BLOCK DIAGRAM 
DGTLDIGITAL 
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o 	 Add approximately 10 new wires from the PDP to various aircraft sensors. 
o 	Add digital interface wiring (2 shielded pairs) from the aircraft digital
 
computer to the PDP.
 




2.4 LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM
 
The Microwave Landing System (MLS) installation provides steering infor­
mation to both cockpits for the landing guidance function. The Bendix landing
 
guidance system (GFE) consists of the following Weapon Replaceable Assemblies
 
(WRAs):" 
o 	 HLS Angle Receiver 
o 	Receiver Mount
 










The mechanization includes the flight director computation within the
 
airborne computer. Steering information is presented both head-up on the
 
HUD and head-down on the ADI.
 
An automatic landing interface with the digital fly-by-wire system is not
 
provided. The TACAN system is retained as a separate mechanization. A Digital
 
Adapter Unit provides buffering and scaling of interface parameters. A trimetric
 
view showing WRA locations is presented in Figure 2-38. Physical descriptions
 
are presented in Figure 2-39.
 
2.5 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
 
The GFE Litton LTN-51 Inertial Navigation System will provide data to the
 
airborne computer and pilot displays, both head-up and-head-down. The system
 
consists of an LTN-51 Inertial Navigation Unit, INS Control Display Unit, and
 
INS Mode Select Unit.
 
The Inertial Navigation Unit will be mounted on the aft equipment bay
 
shelf. The INS Control Panel will be mounted in the forward cockpit on the
 
right hand console where the ARC-l14 radio is now located. The INS Mode Select
 
Panel will be mounted in the forward cockpit on the right hand main instrument
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FIGURE 2-38 NLS WEAPON REPLACEABLE ASSEMBLY LOCATIONS
 
WRA SIZE VOL WT 
H W D 
ANGLE RECEIVER 7.84 3.73 12.62 369 9.5 
MOUNT 3.31 3.63 14.34 IRREG 1.8 
MLS CONTROL 3.0 5.75 4.17 72 1.8
 
C-BAND STUB 2.0 
 2.12 5.1 IRREG 0.3
 
DEE INTERROGATOR 7.625 5.25 12.5 500 10.5
 
DME FREQ SELECT 3.4 2.25 5.2 40 2.2
 
DME INDICATOR 1.5 3.21 8.5 41 1.1
 
L-BAND ANTENNA 3.23 0.92 3.97 IRREG 0.4
 






Simulation studies associated with the NASA Two Place V/STOL Research
 
Aircraft will include the evaluation of the flight control system modifications,
 
associated flight safety aspects and failure effects. These studies will be
 
conducted on the NASA Ames Research Center's Flight Simulator for Advanced
 
Aircraft (FSAA). The FSAA simulation studies will be conducted by NASA with
 
MCAIR technical assistance. Manned flight simulations at MCAIR will be limited
 
to verification of the two place Harrier simulation model, checkout of digital
 
control laws which will be provided by MCAIR, and familiarizing NASA pilots
 
with the two place aircraft flight characteristics.
 
The simulation program will consist of three phases as indicated in Figure
2-40,
 
2.6.1 PHASE I - During the first phase of the simulation program MCAIR will
 
prepare a simulation data package which will include aerodynamics, propulsion,
 
flight control and landing gear characteristics and HUD displays in the latest
 




After the aircraft simulation has been verified, it will be used to famil­
iarize NASA pilots with the handling qualities and flight characteristics of
 
the aircraft. A three day flight simulation familiarization program for two
 
Harrier qualified NASA pilots is suggested. Familiarization will include VTO,
 
hover, transition, short takeoff, short landing, and high speed maneuvers.
 
Ground effects, winds and turbulence will be simulated. Flights will be con­
ducted with stability augmentation on"and off.
 




2.6.2 PHASE II - During the second phase of the simulation program the NASA
 
Ames Research Center's FSAA simulation of the two place Harrier will be devel­
oped. At the start of the second phase MCAIR will deliver the simulation'data
 
to NASA. The package will include sufficient check cases to permit verification
 
of the simulation. The programming of the FSAA Sigma 8 digital computer will
 
be performed by NASA. MCAIR will provide technical assistance for:
 
o Aircraft Simulation Generation.
 




o Data Requirements, Formats and Units.
 
The two cockpits required to generate the FSAA simulation will be provided
 
by NASA. One cockpit will be used to simulate the two place Harrier front (safety
 
pilot) cockpit, the other will be used to simulate the aft (evaluation pilot)
 
cockpit. All hardware for the two cockpits will be furnished by NASA. Check
 
cases provided by MCAIR will be used to verify the software conversion including
 
the control system failure effects. Use of a spare flight control research com­
puter for onboard computations within the simulation is suggested.
 






FIGURE 2-40 NASA V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
SIMULATION SCHEDULE 
PHASEI - MCAIR 9 WEEKS -6 WEEKS--, 8 WEEKS 8 WEEKS 
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NASA PILOT FAMILIARIZATION 
PHASEII - SUPPORT NASA 






PHASELII - SUPPORT NASA 
EVALUATE CANDIDATE CONTROL SYSTEM 
CANDIDATE SYSTEM VARIATIONS 
FINAL REPORT '_ 
31 WEEKS 
2.6.3 PHASE III - During the third phase of the simulation program the FSAA
 
simulation will be used to evaluate candidate systems, and to examine flight
 
safety implications and flight system failure effects. At the start of the
 
third phase MCAIR will provide a simulation test plan for NASA use. The test
 
plan, balanced insofar as possible for the effects of pilot learning, pilot
 
fatigue, time of day, day of test and candidate order of appearance, will pro­
vide for a sufficient number of flight operating points so that sufficient
 
data of quality will be generated to permit the determination of the statis­
tical significance of results. NASA Ames will furnish Harrier qualified pilots,
 
operating personnel and technicians. NASA Ames will generate and analyze the
 
data. MCAIR will provide technical assistance for the simulation, reduction and
 
analysis of data and for report preparation.
 
Phase III may be conducted as a continuous eight week simulation or two
 






The onboard computer will implement the control law 'equations, inflight
 
integrity management and system BIT. It will also generate steering commands
 
for the display system. The computer program will be organized in a modular
 
design in which program functional responsibilities will be partitioned into
 
well-defined modules. Figure 2-41 shows each of the major software modules
 
that make up the computer program and their respective submodules. An estimate
 
of the computer memory requirement for the simplex configuration is also shown.
 
2.7.1 COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT - Development of the computer software
 
requires that NASA furnish MCAIR with the latest version of the HAL/S compiler.
 
Required from the computer vendor will be the support software needed in program
 
development (linkage editor, functional simulator, and utilities) as well as
 
preflight and inflight computer self-test program modules.
 
An overview of the software development process is presented in Figure 2-42.
 
As shown, the Flight Control System software will evolve during the System Design
 
Phase which will be devoted to problem analysis, planning and establishing standards
 




o 	Generation of Integration Block Diagrams (IBDs).
 
o 	Extraction of major computation tasks from IBDs.
 
o 	Establishment of timing and program operation.
 
o 	Determination of modes and mode switching requirements.
 
o 	Resolution of logic for selection of secondary modes.
 
o 	Establishment of variables, iteration rates range scaling, format
 
and engineering units for computer interface signals.
 
o 	Organization of software standards.
 




SOFTWARE MODULE STORAGE (16 BIT WORDS) 
Control Laws 
- Solution of Control Law Equations & Algorithms 




Inflight Integrity Mgmt 
- Data Reasonableness Check 
- Aircraft Departure Limit Check 
- Predetermine Hazard Situation Check 







- Power Supply Tests 
- Sensor Tests 
- Actuator Tests 
- Digital Interface Tests 
- Switch Tests 











- Program Initialization 
- Interrupt Processing 
- Program Scheduling 
- Input/Output Processing 









- MLS/Flight Director 2400 
TOTAL 15,700 
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FIGURE 2-42 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT (HOL)
 
(a) Development of Program Modules - After the system design has been
 
completed and the software requirements defined, the actual programming phases
 
of the softwate development will begin by generating top-level flow diagrams
 
from the IBDs. Equations to be solved will then be formulated and modified
 
to a form suitable for a digital computer. Detailed math flows will be created,
 
the flight program will be organized into functional modules and will be program­




Each individual software module will be tested in an isolated environment
 
before combining it with other modules. The program module will be tested on
 
an IBM 360/370 with a test driver which is a special test routine that provides
 
the proper test environment by simulating inputs and outputs to the module.
 
The individual modules will then be tested on a host computer (IBM 360/370)
 
using a functional simulator. This simulator is a computer program that provides
 
a bit-by-bit simulation of the airborne computer instruction set while executing
 
on the host computer. The functional simulator will be used in conjunction with
 
a User's Control Program, a Pathfind program and Dynamic Statistic Program, all
 
of which were developed by MCAIR for the F-15 Program. These programs will be
 
modified for use on this program.
 
The software modules will then be modified as a result of the functional
 
simulator tests and as a result of MCAIR manned flight simulation.
 
(b) Module - Module Integration - As groups of modules are completed
 
and tested they will be integrated. The module integration will be completed
 
when the individual module source decks or tapes have been combined by the
 
linkage editor into a single object deck or tape. This tape will include the
 
inflight diagnostic support software which is furnished by the computer vendor.
 
The integrated modules will then be tested much as the individual modules
 
were tested, i.e. using test drivers, and performing tests with the functional
 
simulator and associated programs. The integration and testing will be con­
tinued at ever-higher program levels until the complete operational program is
 
debugged and verified. An OFP tape will then be prepared in object computer
 
language for insertion into the AP-101 computer for on-line testing.
 
(c) On-Line Software Test - The flight computer program which was vali­
dated off-line will next be tested on-line in a Software Test Facility. The
 
Software Test Facility will contain:
 
o 	A flight computer loaded with the flight program.
 
















The auxiliary computer program will simulate the aircraft dynamic environ­
ment and airborne computer peripheral avionic subsystems and will exercise the
 
airborne computer to operate the flight program in real time.
 
(W) Hardware/Software Bench Integration - After the OFP has been tested
 
with simulated peripherals the AP-101 computer will be connected with avionic
 
system peripheral systems and tested one step at a time until the airborne
 
avionics system has.been tested. In some cases where avionics systems cannot,
 
from a practical viewpoint, be connected into the avionic system, simulated
 
inputs will be used to substitute for these systems. A summary of softiare
 
test requirements is shown in Figure 2-43
 
(e) Support Software Modification - The support software which is used
 
in flight program generation and verification and which must be modified is
 




The ground test program will demonstrate that the new or modified components,
 
subsystems and systems are flightworthy. In the main, these activities will be
 
conducted prior to first flight and can be categorized as follows:
 






2.8.1 COMPONENT AIRWORTHINESS TESTS - Modified or newly designed components
 
will be qualified during Vendor Airworthiness Tests. During system buildup and
 
integration, additional tests of components may be required to further evaluate
 
operational or functional characteristics.
 
2.8.2 RAMP OPERATIONS - The weight and center of gravity of the aircraft will
 
be determined. A ground vibration test of the rudder will be performed. Free
 
play and rigidity and frequency response of the aileron, flap, horizontal tail
 
and rudder will be tested. Accelerometers will be mounted on the equipment
 
shelf and in the gunpod. Their outputs will be recorded during engine ground
 
runs to check out equipment installations.
 
'A complete control system checkout of the modified control system will be
 
performed and this functional check will include items such as the digital com­
puter, inertial platform, sensors and software.
 
2.8.3 AIRCRAFT/SOFTWARE VERIFICATION - MCAIR will design and build a flight 
line analyzer (FLA) to permit rapid flight control system checkout on the air­
craft. It will provide open loop stimuli to the flight control system to the ­
extent necessary to assess the integrity of the system for flight. System soft­
ware checks performed by the FLA will be simplified tests such as memory scan 
checks. This equipment will be delivered with the aircraft. 
59
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o 	HOST COMPUTER (IBM 360) 
AND PERIPHERALS 
o AUX COMPUTER 

- DATACRAFT 6024 





o 	AUX. COMP. PERIPHERALS
 
o COMPUTER TEST SET -
LOADER VERIFIER 
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INSTALLATION AND AIRCRAFT o COMPUTER TEST SET o COMPUTER LOAD ROUTINE ACCEPTANCE TEST 
PEE-FLIGHT - LOADER VERIFIER SPEC. 
o PRE-FLIGHT TEST SET 
Function Program Size Per Cent Rework 
STF Operating System Provides real-time 
Inputs to Airborne Computer 
from modeled aircraft peripheral 
systems previously recorded on 
mag tapes in time history format. 





User Control Program (TCP) 
Patbfind 
Airborne Computer Functional Simulator 
Interface with Environment Program. 
Preprocessor to Compiler to source 
cards to floating point coding to 





Dynamic Statistics Analysis of Trace Lines Output from 
UCp and Functional Simulator to give 
dynamic statistics. 
29K Bytes 50 
Data Base Catalog Bookkeeping program for maintenance 
and sorting of OFP Data Base. 
29K Bytes 20 
Electrical Interface 
Program 
Checks Airborne Computer I/O 
Interface with all peripherals 
119K Bytes 80 
FIGURE 2-44 SUPPORT SOFTWARE MODIFICATION 
2.9 AIRWORTHINESS TESTS
 
The functional test flights will be conducted at the MCAIR, St. Louis
 
facility. Five flights will be performed over a one month period to check out
 
the basic aircraft control system and the airborne data acquisition system.
 
The digital fly-by-wire flight control system will not be turned on during the
 
MCAIR flight tests. The instrumentation ground support equipment, to be sup­
plied GFE, will be required at St. Louis during the flight test period and also
 
during the preceding ground test of the fly-by-wire control system.
 
The functional checkout of the basic airplane will be accomplished in
 
accordance with NAVAIR 01-AV8A-lF, NATOPS Functional Checkflight Checklist,
 
modified as required to accommodate the aircraft configuration. Additional
 
flights, over and above those normally required to complete the NATOPS checklist,
 
will be required to evaluate the frictional effects of the fly-by-wire system
 
servos attached to the basic flight control system. Maneuvers will be per-.
 






Seven optional modifications to the two place Harrier were investigated
 
in this conceptual design study:
 
o A duplex digital flight control system.
 
o A triplex digital flight control system.
 
o Simplex throttle and nozzle control systems.
 
o Duplex throttle and nozzle control systems.
 
o Triplex throttle and nozzle control systems.
 
o A low speed air data system.
 
o A side arm controller.
 
If either the duplex or triplex flight control system is selected rather than
 




3.1 DUPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
 
The modifications to produce the duplex flight control system were estab­
lished on the basis that the rear cockpit will be the evaluation pilot station
 
and the forward cockpit will be the safety pilot and solo pilot station. Suffi­
cient information will be provided in the front cockpit to enable the safety
 
pilot to monitor the activity of the evaluation pilot and of the digital flight
 
systems and to disengage these systems should the necessity arise. The front
 




3.1.1 CONTROL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS - The design approach for implementing the
 
duplex flight control system differs significantly from the simplex design
 
approach in two respects. First, the aft cockpit's control stick and rudder
 
pedals remain mechanically connected to the Harrier flight controls. Second,
 
dual channel electrohydraulic series servos are used for system implementation
 
rather than single channel parallel electromechanical servos.
 
A schematic diagram of the dual series longitudinal flight control system
 
is givern in Figure 3-1. Since the aft cockpit control stick remains mechanically
 
connected to the Harrier flight control system, the stick in the forward cockpit
 
will move in unison with the aft cockpit stick. This means that the safety
 
pilot could monitor the evaluation pilot's control stick movements by monitoring
 
the motion of the forward control stick. However, aft stick motions will not
 
necessarily be closely correlated with the stabilator and RCV inputs due to
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FIGURE 3-1 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
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Dual position and force transducers are attached to the aft control stick.
 
The digital computers, the pitch rate gyros, the series servo added at the tail­
plane, and the series servo driving the forward RCV are also dual. All other
 
elements, including the normal accelerometer, are simplex.
 
Signals from the aft control stick position and force transducers are pro­
cessed by the digital computers along with accelerometer and rate gyro signals
 
and, when needed, with information from the inertial navigation and air data
 
systems. The digital computers compute command signals for the forward RCV dual
 
series servo and the dual series servo at the tailplane. These servo motions
 
are then combined with the mechanical motion of the Harrier's longitudinal con­
trol system to provide the appropriate positioning of the stabilator and RCVs.
 
If required, the digital computers can also send command signals to the limited
 
authority series servo built into the production stabilator actuator in order
 
to augment the frequency response capability of the dual series servos. Trim
 
is accomplished through the production trim system.
 
The dual series actuator installation for the forward RCV is shown in
 
Figure 3-2. This installation is similar to the forward RCV series servo
 
developed for the YAV-8B except a dual electromechanical servo actuator is
 
used. Dual solenoids provide fast recentering of the servo when the digital
 
fly-by-wire flight control system is disengaged.
 
The dual series servo installation at the tailplane is shown in Figure
 
3-3. The servo actuator consists of two F-4 lateral series servos which have had
 
the orifices in their recentering circuits opened up in order to obtain near
 
instantaneous recentering when the fly-by-wire system is disengaged. The servo
 
actuator is connected to the actuator valve and the production Harrier flight
 
control system through a "walking beam bellcrank." A typical walking beam bell­
crank is shown in Figure 3-4. As shown in Figure 3-5, the mechanical
 
input from the pilot and the mechanical input from the servo actuator are added
 
to obtain a mechanical motion for the stabilator actuator valve.
 
A schematic diagram of the dual series lateral control system is given in
 
Figure 3-6. Dual position and force transducers attached to the aft control
 
stick provide pilot command signals to the two computers. Signals from the two
 
roll rate gyros and possibly air data and signals from'the inertial navigation
 
systems are processed by the digital computer to generate a command signal for the
 
dual series servo actuator. The dual series servo output motion combines with
 
the mechanical motion generated through the pilot's stick motion to provide the
 
actuator valve motion for the port and starboard aileron actuators. Trim is
 
provided by the production trim system.
 
The aileron dual series servo installation is shown in Figure 3-7. A walking
 
beam bellcrank type mechanism combines the motion from the pilot's stick and the
 
motion from the servo to generate the control motions sent to the aileron actuators.
 
The actuator is similar to the series electrohydraulic actuator used for the dual
 
series longitudinal control system.
 
A schematic diagram of the dual series directional flight control system is
 
shown in Figure 3-8. Position and force transducers attached to the aft rudder
 
pedals provide pilot input signals to the two digital computers. These signals
 
are processed with signals from the two rate gryos and the accelerometer, and
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the dual series actuator. Trim is accomplished by adding a trim actuator to
 
the forward cockpit area of the directional control systems.
 
Figure 3-9 shows the installation of the dual series servo actuator. This
 
actuator consists of two F-15 rudder actuators combined in such a manner that
 
a hydraulic actuator having a mechanical input and a two channel series electri­
cal input is obtained. The mechanical input is to the actuator and is generated
 
by the pilot through the rudder pedals. The electrical inputs are provided by
 
the computer. When the digital fly-by-wire flight control system is disengaged
 




The installation of the force and position transducer on the aft stick and
 
rudder pedals is similar to that used for the simplex system discussed in
 
Section 2.1.1. Also, the safety pilot can disengage the fly-by-wire system in
 
the same way he can disengage the simplex system.
 
(a) Cockpit Information and Disengage Requirements - The cockpit installa­
tion of the duplex fly-by-wire system is nearly identical to that of the simplex
 
system. The pilots make the same input to the system in either case. The
 
dual system will have a series of additional warning lights to isolate a pro­
blem in a failure situation. See Section 2.1.2 for the description of the pilot
 
functions since they are the same for both simplex and the duplex systems.
 
(b) Computer Hardware - The two onboard computers are the same as the
 
single computer used in the simplex configuration and described in Section 2.1.3.
 
(c) Hydraulics - The duplex flight control system requires the addition of
 
two channel full authority series actuators to each axis of flight control. Two
 
F-4 lateral series servos (P/N 32-69054), mounted in parallel, will be connected
 
in series in each of four control systems. The four control systems are the
 
pitch, roll, throttle and nozzle.
 
Two F-15 rudder actuators, mounted in parallel, will be connected in series
 
with the rudder control system. Aircraft Hydraulic System 1 will be utilized
 
to supply one valve of each dual series servo. The other'will be supplied by
 
Hydraulic System 2. The 32-69054 series servo actuators will be modified to
 
decrease centering time when the system is deenergized. Plumbing will consist of
 
added lines connecting each servo valve into its respective system including
 
a check valve and a last chance filter in each servo valve return line.
 
The flow/leakage requirements for the added series servo actuators will
 
require new hydraulic pumps of greater capacity. YAV-8B pumps will therefore
 
replace the existing hydraulic pumps and the engine gearbox will be modified
 
to be compatible with the higher torque required. Plumbing from the pumps
 
to the engine/airframe interface will be revised.
 
(d) Electrical - Same as Section 2.1.5.
 
(e) Equipment Installation - The areas where the new avionic duplex fly­
by-wire system is located are shown in Figure 3-10. The additional computer
 
and interface electronics unit are mounted on the lower access door between
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FIGURE 3-11 AVIONICS INSTALLATION
 
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR DUPLEX INSTALLATION'
 
3.1.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS - Same as Section 2.2 except the definition of
 
the measurands defined in the preliminary measurand list may be altered due
 
to changes in the flight control system.
 
3.1.3 HEAD-UP DISPLAY - Same as Section 2.3. 
3.1.4 LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM - Same as Section 2.4. 
3.1.5 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Same as Section 2.5. 
3.1.6 SIMULATION - Same as Section 2.6. 
3.1.7 SYSTEM SOFTWARE - The computer software requirements for the duplex 
configuration are very similar to those of the simplex configuration except
 
for the replacement of the IFIM module with a Redundancy Management module.
 
Computer memory estimates for the duplex configuration are shown in Figure
 
3-12. The memory estimates assume the use of HAL/S language in writing
 
programs. The Redundancy Management module is less complex than for the
 
smaller system and requires 2800 words less memory.
 
Computer memory estimates for each of the dual computers is shown in
 
Figure 3-13. The flight control system part of the computer program is the
 
same for each computer.
 
3.1.8 GROUND TESTS - Same as Section 2.8.
 
3.1.9 AIRWORTHINESS TESTS - Same as Section 2.9.
 
3.2 TRIPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
 
The triplex flight control system design is based on the simplex system
 
design discussed in Section 2.1.1. The computers and other critical components
 
of the fly-by-wire system are implemented in a three channel fashion so that a
 
component failure will not result in a potentially hazardous aircraft transient.
 
3.2.1 CONTROL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS - A schematic diagram of the triplex longi­
tudinal flight control system is given in Figure 3-14. This system is similar
 
.to the simplex longitudinal system except that three digital computers, three
 
pitch rate gyros, triplex.aft control stick force and position transducers,
 
and a triplex parallel electromechanical servo are utilized.
 
A schematic diagram of the triplex lateral flight control system is
 
presented in Figure 3-15. This system is similar to the simplex lateral
 
system except that it has three digital computers, three roll gyros, triplex
 
aft control stick force and rudder pedals, and triplex aft control stick force
 




A schematic diagram of the triplex directional flight control system is
 
given in Figure 3-16. This system is similar to the simplex directional system
 
except that it uses three digital computers, three yaw rate gyros, triplex aft
 








- Solution of Control Law Equations & Algorithms 2000
 






- Signal Selection Algorithms 1200
 
- Fault Recovery Routines 200
 
- Synchronization Routine 100
 
- In-line Monitoring of Rate Gyros, Accelerometers 100
 
- In-line Monitoring of Secondary Actuators 300
 
- In-line Monitoring of Single Sensors 400
 






- Power Supply Tests 100
 
- Sensor Tests 600
 
- Actuator Tests 400
 
- Digital Interface Tests 700
 
- Switch Tests 
 200
 






- Program Initialization 500
 
- Interrupt Processing 700
 
- Program Scheduling 200
 
- Input/Output Processing 500
 












FIGURE 3-12 COMPUTER MEMORY REQUIREMENTS - DUPLEX 
C16 BIT MEMORY WORDS 
MODULE g COMPUTER 1 COMPUTER 2 
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The triplex parallel electromechanical servo actuators are constructed
 
using three two-phase servo motors. A gear train is used to combine motor
 
outputs as well as reduce speed and increase torque. RVDT's are used for
 
position feedback and tachometers are used to provide rate feedback for stabil­
ization. Brakes are not used so that when the servo actuator is electrically
 
disengaged it rotates freely. When the pilot overpowers the servo actuator,
 




The use of cross-element monitoring is planned for the triplex servo
 
actuators by making a direct comparison to determine servo motor status. In
 
this approach, the tachometer feedback in each servo motor is compared to the
 
tachometer feedback in the remaining two servo motors. The logic circuitry
 
defines a failure when all of the comparator limits associated with a particular
 
servo motor are exceeded for a time duration determined by comparator delay time.
 
The installation of the parallel servos, position transducer, force
 
transducer, and variable fuel system mechanization are the same as for the
 
simplex flight control system. If one of the three channels of control fails,
 




(a) Cockpit Information and Disengage Requirements - The cockpit instal­
lation for a triplex fly-by-wire system is nearly identical to the simplex and
 
the duplex installations. The pilots make the same inputs to the system in
 
all three cases and will only have a small change to the warning lights in
 
order to isolate a failure in a computer failure situation. See Section 2.1.2
 
-for the description of the pilot functions.
 
(b) Computer Hardware - The three onboard computers are the same as the
 
computer used in the simplex configuration and described in Section 2.1.3.
 
(c) Hydraulics - The triplex flight control system requires no modifica­
tions to the existing hydraulic system due to using electromechanical actuators
 
for the fly-by-wire mode.
 
(d) Equipment Installation - The avionics installation for a triplex fly­
by-wire system is shown in Figure 3-17. The additional computer and interface
 
electronics unit needed are mounted in a gun pod shape under the center fuselage
 
of the airplane. See Figure 3-18.
 
3.2.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM - Same as Section 2.2. 
3.2.3 HEAD-UP DISPLAY - Same as Section 2.3.
 
3.2.4 LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM - Same as Section 2.4.
 
3.2.5 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Same as Section 2.5.
 
3.2.6 SIMULATION - Same as Section 2.6.
 
3.2.7 SYSTEM SOFTWARE - The computer-program is very similar to that for the
 
duplex configuration. The memory estimates are shown in Figure 3-19. Opera­
tional flight program requirements for the three computers are shown in Figure
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SOFTWARE MODULE STORAGE (16 BIT WORDS) 
Control Laws
 
- Solution of Control Law Equations & Algorithms 2000
 






Signal Selection Algorithms 1700 
- Fault Recovery Routines 300 
- Synchronization Routine 100 
- In-line Monitoring of Rate Gyros & Accelerometers 100 
- In-line Monitoring of Secondary Actuators 300 
- In-line Monitoring of Single and Duplex Sensors 400 
- Computer Self-Test 1000 
3900 
BIT 
- Power Supply Tests 100 
- Sensor Tests 600 
- Actuator Tests 400 
- Digital Interface Tests 700 
- Switch Tests 200 
- BIT Subexecutive & Display Routine 500 
2500 
Executive 
- Program Initialization 500 
- Interrupt Processing 700 
- Program Scheduling 200 
- Input/Output Processing 500 
- Mode Switching Logic 700 
2600 
Display 
- MLS/Flight Director 2400 
TOTAL 13,700
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3.2.8 GROUND TESTS - Same as Section 2.8.
 
3.2.9 AIRWORTHINESS TEST - Same as Section 2.9.
 
3.3 SIMPLEX THROTTLE AND NOZZLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
 
The simplex throttle and nozzle control system can be used in conjunction
 
with any of the proposed flight control systems since only one digital computer
 
is required. The parallel servo mechanization concept used for this option is
 
similar to that used for the simplex parallel flight control system.
 
3.3.1 SIMPLEX THROTTLE CONTROL SYSTEM - The schematic diagram of the simplex
 
throttle control system is given in Figure 3-21. The aft throttle lever is
 
mechanically disconnected from the production Harrier throttle system linkages
 
and equipped with a RVDT position transducer. A parallel electromechanical
 
servo is connected to the outboard end of the fuel control torque tube. A
 
force disengage switch (strain gage) is attached to the throttle mechanism.
 
When the fly-by-wire throttle system is engaged, the position transducer
 
on the aft throttle provides throttle lever position information to the computer.
 
The computer uses this information and, when necessary, other information such
 
as nozzle position, gyro and accelerometer-signals, air data, and inertial
 
navigation system variables, to compute a command signal for the parallel servo.
 
The parallel servo moves the entire throttle linkage including the forward cock­
pit throttle lever and the fuel control torque tube. The safety pilot can
 
monitor the operation of the system by monitoring the motion of the forward
 
cockpit throttle lever. If he detects a malfunction, he can disengage
 
the entire fly-by-wire flight control system, including the throttle system,
 
by use of the disengage button on his control stick, the disengage button on
 
his throttle or the master switch on his control panel. He can also disengage
 
the fly-by-wire throttle system alone by applying a force on the throttle lever
 
of sufficient magnitude to activate the force disengage switch. If this switch
 
fails, he can mannally override the parallel servo.
 
The throttle system installation is shown in Figure 3-22. Detail A shows
 
the electromechanical parallel servo installation. It can be seen that whLn the
 




The aft cockpit throttle is shown in Figure 3-23. The throttle lever is
 
disconnected from the linkage connecting the forward cockpit throttle to the
 
fuel control unit. An RVDT and linkage are added to provide the position measure­




3.3.2 SIMPLEX NOZZLE CONTROL SYSTEM - The schematic diagram of the simplex
 
parallel nozzle control system is given in Figure 3-24. The aft nozzle lever
 
is mechanically disconnected from the production Harrier nozzle system linkages
 
and equipped with a,position transducer. A parallel electromechanical servo is
 
connected to the Air Motor Servo Unit (AMSU). A force disengage switch,
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FIGURE 3-24 NOZZLE SYSTEM , SIMPLEX PARALLEL 
When the fly-by-wire nozzle system is engaged, the position transducers
 
on the aft nozzle provide nozzle lever position information to the computer.
 
The computer uses the nozzle lever position, and possibly other information
 
such as throttle position, gyro and accelerometer signals, air data, and
 
inertial navigation system variables, to compute a command signal for the
 
parallel servo. The parallel servo drives the mechanical input to the ASMU
 
so that the nozzles are driven to the proper position. The parallel servo
 
moves the entire nozzle linkage including the forward cockpit nozzle lever,
 
so the safety pilot can monitor the operation of the fly-by-wire nozzle system
 
by monitoring the motion of the forward cockpit nozzle lever. If he detects
 
a malfunction, he can disengage the entire fly-by-wire flight control system,
 
including the nozzle system, by means of the disengage button on his control
 
stick, the disengage button on his throttle, or te master switch on his control
 
panel. He can also disengage the fly-by-wire nozzle system by applying enough
 
force on the nozzle control to activate the force disengage switch. If this
 
switch fails, he can manually override the parallel servo.
 
The nozzle system installation is shown in Figure 3-25. Detail A shows the
 
strain gage force link installation. Detail B shows the electromechanical
 
parallel servo installation. It can be seen that when the fly-by-wire system
 




The aft cockpit nozzle lever is shown in Figure 3-26. The nozzle lever is
 
disconnected from the linkage connecting the forward cockpit throttle to the fuel
 
control unit. An RVDT and linkage are added to provide the position measurements.
 




3.4 DUPLEX THROTTLE AND NOZZLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
 
The duplex throttle and nozzle control systems can be used in conjunction
 
with either the duplex or triplex flight control system since two digital
 
computers are required. The series servo mechanization concept used for this
 
option-is similar to that used for the duplex flight control system.
 
3.4.1 DUPLEX THROTTLE CONTROL - The schematic diagram of the duplex throttle
 
control system is presented in Figure 3-27. In the duplex configuration, the
 
aft cockpit throttle lever remains mechanically connected to the production
 
Harrier throttle mechanism. It is equipped with a position transducer which is
 
an RVDT. A dual electrohydraulic series servo is added in the throttle linkage.
 
The installation of the throttle system is shown in Figure 3-28. The dual
 
series servo is an electrohydraulic servo fabricated using two F-4 lateral series
 
servos. The orifices in the hydraulic recentering circuits of these actuators
 
have been enlarged so that the servo recenters almost instantaneously when the
 
servo is disengaged. A walking beam bellcrank connects the servo to the linkage
 
from the throttle levers so that the servo output and the position of the throttle
 




Figure 3-29 shows the throttle controller for the dual mechanization. The
 
throttle lever remains mechanically connected to the production Harrier throttle
 
mechanism. An RVDT and link are connected to the throttle lever to provide a
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FIGURE 3-26 SIMPLEX NOZZLE CONTROL 
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FIGURE 3-27 THROTTLE SYSTEM)DUAL SERIES
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In the dual mechanization, the forward cockpit and aft cockpit throttle
 
levers move together so the safety pilot monitors the aft cockpit throttle
 
lever position rather than the input to the engine fuel control unit as he
 
does in the simplex mechanization. The disengage features of the simplex
 
and duplex mechanizations are the same except that the duplex system does not
 
have a force disengage switch since there is no convenient way to measure the
 
force applied by the safety pilot.
 
3.4.2 DUPLEX NOZZLE CONTROL - The schematic diagram of the duplex nozzle control
 
system is given in Figure 3-30. In the duplex configuration the aft cockpit
 
nozzle level remains mechanically connected to the production Harrier nozzle
 
mechanism. It is equipped with a position transducer which is an RVDT. A dual
 
electrohydraulic series servo is added in the nozzle linkage.
 
The installation of the nozzle system is shown in Figure 3-31. The dual
 
series servo is an electrohydraulic servo fabricated using two F-4 lateral series
 
servos. The orifices in the hydraulic recentering circuits of these actuators
 
have been enlarged so that the servo recenters almost instantaneously when the
 
servo is disengaged. A walking beam bellcrank is used to connect the servo to
 
the linkage from the nozzle levers so that the servo output and the position
 




Figure 3-32 shows the nozzle controller for the dual mechanizations. The
 
nozzle lever remains mechanically connected to the production Harrier nozzle
 
mechanisms. An RVDT and link are connected to the nozzle lever to provide a
 
position transducer. A disengage button is added to the nozzle grip.
 
In the dual mechanizatioh, the forward cockpit and aft cockpit nozzle levers
 
move together. The safety pilot monitors the aft cockpit nozzle lever position
 
rather than monitoring the input to the ASMU as he does in the simplex mechani­
zation. The disengage features of the simplex and duplex mechanizations are the
 
same except that the-duplex system does not have a force disengage switch since
 
there is no convenient way to measure the force applied by the safety pilot.
 
3.5 TRIPLEX THROTTLE AND NOZZLE CONTROL SYSTEMS - The triplex throttle and
 
nozzle control-systems can only be used in conjunction with the triplex flight
 
control system since three digital computers are required. The parallel servo
 
mechanization concept used for this option is similar to that used for the
 
triplex flight control system.
 
3.5.1 TRIPLEX THROTTLE SYSTEM - The schematic diagram of the triplex throttle
 
control system is given in Figure 3-33. It is essentially the same as the
 
simplex throttle system described in Section 3.3.1 except that three RVDTs are
 
attached to the throttle lever to obtain a triplex position transducer, a three
 
channel electromechanical actuator is used instead of a single channel electro­
mechanical actuator, and a triplex computer configuration is used to generate
 
the servo command signal.
 
The installation and operational aspects of the'simplex and triplex throttle
 
systems are similar. The main difference is that in the triplex configuration,
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FIGURE 3-33 THROTTLE SYSTEM TRIPLEX PARALLEL
 
3.5°2 TRIPLEX NOZZLE SYSTEM - The schematic diagram of the triplex nozzle
 
control system is given in Figure 3-34. This system is essentially the same
 
as the simplex nozzle system described in Section 3.3.2 except that three RVDTs
 
are attached to the nozzle lever to obtain a triplex position transducer, a three
 
channel electromechanical parallel servo is used instead of a single channel
 
electromechanical parallel servo, and a triplex computer configuration is used
 
to generate the servo command signal.
 
The installation and operational aspects of the simplex and triplex nozzle
 
systems are similar. The main difference is that in the triplex configuration a
 
component failure will not produce an appreciable nozzle transient.
 
3.6 LOW RANGE AIR DATA SYSTEM - The air data sensor which has been selected
 
for the low range air data system option is the Applied Devices sensor which has
 
also been selected for the YAV-8E. As shown in Figure 3-35, two sensors will be
 
mounted on the aircraft. One will be mounted in the same location as it will
 
be mounted on the YAV-8B so that the design, testing and calibration performed
 
on the YAV-8B program.will be directly applicable to this program. It will
 
provide low speed air data measurements in the asymmetrical (X-Y) plane. The
 
other will be mounted on the left side of the nose of the aircraft in a position
 
which will be a mirror image of the location of the production angle of attack
 
probe. This sensor will provide low speed air data measurements in the symmetrical
 
(X-Z) plane. Installation design and calibration must be performed for this sensor
 
since the YAV-8B will not have a similar sensor installation.
 
The air data probe is a small flat plate which rotates at right angles to
 
the sensing plane. It is coupled to a piezoelectric generator which serves as
 
both a restoring spring and signal generator. Its operation is such that when
 
a steady state air flow impinges upon the rotating flat plate an oscillating
 
torque is exerted on the crystal restraint. This gives a measure of total
 
vector direction and amplitude of the air mass flow with respect to the sensor
 
mount. The proposed two sensor system would therefore measure the magnitude and
 
direction of the air flow in both the symmetrical and asymmetrical aircraft planes.
 
In order to determine the direction of the input air, it is necessary to have
 
a reference signal to which the output signals can be compared to effect a
 
coordinate conversion from the rotating frame to the fixed frame. This is
 
accomplished by mounting a reference generator configured with two 900 phase
 
shifted outputs on the spin axis with their null points aligned accurately to the
 
alignment pin on the sensor outer case. Using these reference signals in con­
junction with the probe output, it is then possible to determine the direction of
 
the components in terms of body axis coordinates.
 
The sensor and its associated electronic unit are relatively small and
 
light. Each sensor is 3 inches long, 1.25 inches in diameter and weighs 0.5 pounds.
 




The two sensor units will be interfaced to the flight control computer and
 
head up display through the digital adapter unit. The digital computer will be
 
used to process the signals from the sensor electronic units in order to obtain
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FIGURE 3-35 LOW RANGE AIRSPEED SYSTEM 
3.7 SIDE ARM CONTROLLER - The controller selected for this option is the two axis
 
base pivot unit which was developed in the F-15 High Acceleration Cockpit (HAC)
 
program. The controller is equipped with three LVDTs in each axis and three
 
separate wire bundle connectors so that the unit can be used with either the
 
simplex, duplex or triplex flight control configuration. Feel force gradients
 
in the pitch and roll axis are provided by two spring cartridges located inside
 
the controller. If a feel force gradient change is desired the spring cartridges
 
can be removed and replaced with cartridges which have the desired gradients.
 
A procurement specification (P/N 68-031012-101) has been prepared but the unit
 
has not been purchased or qualified.
 
The inclusion of the side arm controller in the aft cockpit requires
 
structural preparation in the right console area. The oxygen indicators
 
located just above the right -console will be moved to the forward right hand
 
subinstrument panel where they will replace the TACAN control panel which is
 
not required for this test. The small oxygen indicator shelf is removed to
 
give the side arm control stick enough clearance for full control travel. The
 
top of the right console will be cleared of equipment control boxes and-a
 
structural support will be added to accept the unit. The support will include
 
adjustment provisions to assure pilot comfort and smooth operation.
 
Figure 3-36 shows the location in the aft cockpit where the side arm
 
controller will be mounted. Also shown are the new location of the oxygen
 
indicators and the indicator shelf which will be removed.
 
Figures 3-37 and 3-38 give side and top views of the controller mounted
 
in the cockpit. As shown in these figures the controller mounting is such that
 
ample clearance is available for the designed controller displacements of +10'
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4. PLANS AND SCHEDULES
 
The modification of a two place Harrier to the NASA V/STOL Research Air­
craft configuration will be controlled by a carefully prepared modification
 
plan. Subsequent testing will also be carefully planned and scheduled. The
 
preparation of these plans and schedules is described in this section.
 
4.1 MODIFICATION PLAN AND SCHEDULE
 
Once the options have been specified and Authority to Proceed has been
 
issued, Manufacturing Planming will prepare a modification book. This book
 
will be in the form of a Parts List Assembly.Order and will contain instruc­
tions for implementation of the modifications required. It will describe the 
required operations in sequence to facilitate manloading and establish clear 
inspection points. Inspectors will stamp the pages as the work is completed 
and turn them over to Inspection Permanent Records. The pages can thus be
 
used at any time in the future to verify that any portion of the work was
 
done. It has been demonstrated on many previous programs that this system
 
provides the most efficient, cost effective means of guaranteeing a quality
 
product to the customer on schedule and within budgeted cost.
 
The modification plan has the following highlights:
 
o 	Coordinated Engineering Release Schedule - After receipt of Authority
 
to Proceed, Manufacturing and Engineering will negotiate a mutually
 




o 	Tools and Parts Fabrication - Manufacturing and Planning will
 
order tools to fabricate the necessary parts.
 
6 	Aircraft Receipt and Inventory - Upon receipt of the aircraft, an
 




o 	Prepare for Modification - For safety reasons and accessibility
 




o Removals - Certain equipment will be removed to gain access to
 












o 	Operations and Checkout - A systems operation and checkout will
 




o Paint - The aircraft will be painted. with the paint scheme agreed 
upon by the customer.
 
o 	Preflight - A complete preflight including engine run will be
 
performed to ensure all systems are operational and the aircraft
 
will be released for flight.
 
o 	First Flight - A MCAIR pilot will fly the aircraft. This flight
 




The Modification Schedule is given in Figure 4-1.
 
4.2 TEST PLAN AND SCHEDULE
 
The Test Plan for the NASA V/STOL Research Vehicle is presented in
 
Figure 4-2. The primary elements in this test plan are:
 
o 	Check out of all aircraft systems while aircraft is on ramp status.
 
o 	Check out of installed fly-by-wire system by simulating signals
 
into the computer and measuring the output signals.
 
o 	Ground tests on the aircraft (fly-by-wire system action):
 
Rudder Ground Vibration Test (GVT).
 
Free play and rigidity tests control surfaces.
 
Frequency response of control surfaces.
 
o 	Engine ground run will measure vibration environment in the
 
equipment shelf and the gun pod.
 
o 	The basic-aircraft systems (excluding the fly-by-wire system)
 
will be evaluated prior to delivery of the aircraft to NASA,
 
these checks will require five flights out of the MCAIR facility
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Activity February March April
I I I -- 7 I7 I- I -1 -I -I 7 
Ramp and Operations --------- I I I I I I I I ] I 
Fly-by-Wire 
System Checkout ------- --- ----
RudderI I I I I I I I IRudd"---V .. I I I 
Free Play/Rigidity 
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ResponseTests I I I I I I I I I I 
Aileron I I I L. 1 I I I I I 
Flap ------------------- L I I I I 
Rudder ------------------..... L...J.__.L ------- J__L = I I I I 1 
Horizontal Tail------------ J I - -L_ I I I 
Engine Ground Run I I I I I I l I I I I (Shelf and Gun Pod I I I I I I I I I I I 
Vibration)------------------ J-- -- ------ I- I I I 
Flight Test I I I I I I I I I I 
(5 Flights)----------------- ----I------- -
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5. STUDIES AND ANALYSES
 
Investigations which were performed during this program included studies
 
and analyses in the areas of reliability, performance, and weight and balance.
 
Results of these studies are summarized in this section. The detailed failure
 
mode and effects analyses which were developed during the reliability studies
 




Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a design evaluation procedure
 
which documents potential failures and determines, by analysis, the effect of
 
those failures on system operation. FMEAs are prepared early in the design
 
formulation process through the coordinated efforts of reliability, maintain­
ability, system safety, and design engineers. System deficiencies are thus
 
detected early and guidance for corrective action provided.
 
5.1.1 FMEA GUIDELINES AND RESULTS - FMEA's are prepared using MIL-STD-2070(AS),
 
"Procedures for Performing a Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis"
 
as a guide. The criticality (hazard) classifications used are divided into
 
four classes consistent with MIL-STD-882 hazard levels:
 
a. 	Class I - Negligible - A failure that does not degrade performance
 
or operation but which requires corrective maintenance.
 
b. 	Class I - Marginal - A failure that can degrade performance or
 
result in degraded operation. Special operating techniques or
 
alternative modes of operation necessitated by the loss can be
 




c. 	Class III - Critical - A single failure that can result in the
 
loss of mission or serious hazard or injury to personnel.
 
d. 	Class IV - Catastrophic - A single failure that can result in
 
death or severe injury or loss of system (aircraft, missile, etc.).
 
FMEA's for the simplex, duplex and triplex flight control systems are
 
presented in Appendix C. Their comparison reveals the effectiveness of pro­
gressive levels of redundancy in alleviating the effects of two of the more
 
serious failures in electronic flight controls. Hardovers and disconnects
 
are 	seen to be the most serious potential problem.
 
For safe operation with a simplex system in the aft cockpit, the safety
 
pilot must be able to detect, respond to and recover from hardovers and dis­
connects at any point in the flight envelope. Going to a duplex system vir­
turally eliminates hardovers but has at least twice the disconnects of the
 
simplex system. Thus, with a duplex system the safety pilot would still have
 
to recover from disconnects but would not have to contend with hardovers. A
 
triplex system in the back seat would virtually eliminate both disconnects
 
and hardovers on first failure, the only out of the ordinary indication to
 








Because safe recovery from hardover and disconnect failures in the sim­
plex and duplex systems is highly dependent on the safety pilot's reaction
 
time, it is recommended that manned simulator studies for simplex or duplex
 
configurations include uncommanded hardovers and disconnects. These should
 
be introduced at random intervals and without prior notice to the pilots
 
throughout the flight envelope. Analysis of the simulator data should help
 
provide a basis for decisions as to whether a simplex or duplex system con­
stitutes an acceptable risk.
 
5.1.2 POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL PREDICTIONS - The preliminary FMEAs have
 
identified uncommanded hardovers and back seat disengagement as potential
 
causes for concern for the simplex and duplex electronic flight control
 
systems. This concern led to math modeling and calculation of control loss
 




For the purpose of this evaluation, the existing mechanical flight con­
trol system of the TAV-SA aircraft was considered sufficiently similar to
 
that of the single place AV-8A to permit the use of AV-8A failure frequency
 
data. This is extremely desirable since most of the more than 70,000 flight
 
hours accumulated by the Marine Corps have been logged on the AV-gA. The
 
source of the baseline mechanical flight control system failure data for this
 
evaluation is the Navy's 3M (Logistics and Maintenance) data system for the
 
time period 1974-76 (39,500 Flight Hours). Certain "How Malfunctioned" codes
 
(i.e. 070-Broken, 135 Bound Binding, Stuck, or Jammed and 780 Bent, Buckled,
 
or Collapsed) were considered to represent real failures which could result
 
in degraded flight control characteristics. Examination of these codes re­
vealed that 140 of them had occurred in the lateral, longitudinal and dir­
ectional flight control systems. In contrast, safety data reviewed for the
 
same time period revealed only 1 accident in which the flight control system
 
was even a contributing factor (and in that single case, pilot error was
 
attributed to bethe primary cause). Conservatively, it was therefore con­
sidered that 1% of the flight control system broken/bound/bent failures would
 
result in a potential loss of control situation. Utilizing this approach,
 
the distribution of TAV-8A baseline flight control failures which could result
 
in a potential loss of control situation was estimated as follows:
 
Lateral Control = .0117 Failures/1000 Flight Hours
 
Directional Control = .0165 Failures/1000 Flight Hours 
Longitudinal-Control = .0074 Failures/1000 Flight Hours 
Total = .0356 Failures/1000 Flight Hours
 
5.1.3 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION IMPACT - The impact of adding the hardware
 
necessary to implement the rear cockpit digital flight control system capa­
bility was estimated by using failure rate data from Rome Air Development
 
Center studies (AFFDL-TR-75-59) and component vendors. These data, in con­
junction with estimates of the percent of component failures which could
 
result in a potential loss of control situation and the Built In Test (BIT)/
 




achievable for different types of components, were used to arrive at an
 
undetected-potential-loss-of-control-failure rate for the alternate system
 
implementations. For purposes of simplification only added major flight con­
trol system components were considered.
 
Figure 5-1 illustrates the predicted effect of adding the single channel
 
parallel digital flight control system to the basic TAV-8A aircraft. In effect,
 
a failure every 225 flight hours is added to the flight control system by the
 
simplex system. More importantly, the predicted potential-loss-of-control-failure
 
rate for the flight control system is increased approximately ten-fold over
 
the baseline mechanical flight control system from one per 30,000 flight hours
 
to approximately one per 3000 flight hours. Assuming adequate and IFIM for
 
the single channel, the system will experience disengagements at a rate of
 
approximately 1 1/2 times the digital flight control system component failure
 
rate, because of in line monitoring measurement techniques. Therefore, a
 
disengagement can be expected every 150 flight hours.
 
Figure 5-2 illustrates the predicted effect of adding the dual channel
 
series digital flight control system to the basic TAV-8A aircraft. In effect,
 
a failure every 100 flight hours is added to the flight control system by the
 
dual system. The predicted potential loss-of-control failure rate for the
 
flight control system is increased approximately 10% over the baseline mech­
anical flight control system to approximately one per 25,000 flight hours.
 
Assuming a simple cross-channel comparison BIT/TFIM system, a disengagement
 
can be expected every 100 flight hours.
 
Figure 5-3 illustrates the predicted effect of adding the triplex parallel
 
digital flight control system to the basic TAV-8. A failure every 75 flight
 
hours is effectively added to the flight control system by the triplex system.
 
The predicted potential loss-of-control failure rate for the flight control
 
system is effectively unchanged from the baseline mechanical flight control
 
system. Assuming a voting scheme (2 out of 3), a warning light indicating a
 
failure in one of the channels can be expected every 75 flight hours. The
 
evaluation pilot can then transfer aircraft control to the safety pilot at
 
their mutual convenience without either a potential loss-of-control failure
 
or an uncomnandad disengagement. After the occurrence of the first failure
 
in a channel, that channel is disconnected and the remaining two channels are
 
compared for failure detection.
 
Each of these analyses assumes that the integrity of each channel of the
 
added system will be validated (by BIT, visual checks, etc.) between flights.
 
Each flight is assumed to average one hour.
 
5.1.4 EFFECT OF SELECTIVE REDUNDANCY - Figures 5-2 and 5-3 reflect the pre­
dicted reliability of redundant systems in which all the added elements have
 
been duplicated or triplicated, as the case may be, which is most desirable
 
from a reliability standpoint. In the event of a design decision not to dup­
licate (or triplicate) a given component type such as the accelerometer, the
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DUAL CHANNEL RELIABILITY MODEL (DIGITAL-FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM)
 




GYRO CONC C ACTUATOR TOTAL 
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PERCENT DETECTION (BIT/IFIM) 99,99% 99.99% 99,99% COMMON 99,99% 99.99 
UNDETECTED POTENTIAL LOSS ...... ...... 0,0006 
OF CONTROL FR 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL - HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 
- A /4D7rH-.4CO/A HYDRAULIC 
IL..LALE 'j CO -J[1tt LONV-l TOTAL 
FAILURES/lO00 FH ,8 COMMON .3 COMMON .3 .6 2.000 
POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL FR .24 COMMON .15 COMMON .15 .06 0.600 
PERCENT DETECTION (BIT/IFIM) 99.99% COMMON 99,99% COMMON 99,99 99,99 --
UNDETECTED POTENTIAL LOSS -- COMMON ........ 0,0006 
OF CONTROL FR 
TOTAL DUAL CHANNEL DFCS - FAILURES/I1000 FH 10,000
 
FH = FLIGHT HOURS POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL FR 3.640
 






TRIPLEX RELIABILITY MODEL (DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM)
 
LATERAL CONTROL - ELECTRICAL ACTUATOR 
CTOTAL 
FAILURES/1000 FH 
POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL FR 

























UNDETECTED POTENTIAL LOSS --... .......... 
OF CONTROL FR 
'LONGITUDINAL CONTROL - ELECTRICAL ACTUATOR 
FAILURES/100 FH 
POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL FR 































UNDETECTED POTENTIAL LOSS 
OF CONTROL FR 
-- --...... 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL - ELECTRICAL ACTUATOR 
RAT A/U 




POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL FR 
PERCENT DETECTION (BIT/IFIM) 































OF CONTROL FR 
TOTAL TRIPLEX DFCS - FAILURES/1000 FH 13,290 
FH.- FLIGHT HOURS 
FR - FAILURE RATE 
POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL FR 
UNDETECTED POTENTIAL LOSS 




Dual System (except accelerometer)
 
Total Failures/1000 Flight Hours (FH) 9.600
 
Potential Loss of Control Failure Rate (FR) 3.520
 
Undetected Potential Loss of Control FR 0.0102
 
Triplex System (except accelerometer)
 
Total Failures/1000 FR 12.490
 
Potential Loss of Control FR 4.494
 
Undetected Potential Loss of Control FR 0.006
 
The study results indicate that a significant numerical increase in loss
 
of control probability is associated with the use of a simplex system. Adding
 
a second channel to make it a duplex system reduces the control loss probability
 
to slightly move than that of the mechanical system. A third channel makes
 
the electronic system approximately equal to the mechanical system.
 
The selective redundancy study indicated that the system failure rate
 




This section summarizes the performance data for the NASA V/STOL research
 
aircraft, and provides typical variations of data for V/STOL performance with
 
ambient temperature and pressure altitude. Performance data is included for
 
conventional wing-borne flight, partially jet-borne flight and jet-borne flight.
 




5.2.1 LEVEL FLIGHT - The NASA V/STOL research aircraft is a high performance 
vectored thrust aircraft. The level flight envelope for the clean configura­
tion with a gross weight of 7585 kg (16707 lb) is shown in Figure 5-4. Level 
flight at speeds lower than M = 0.4 requires use of vectored thrust while 
flight at speeds lower than M = 0.25 requires that the throttle be moved into 
the lift rating range (RPM > 100%). 
5.2.2 V/STOL - Harrier V/STOL performance capability is a function of actual
 
(as distinguished from nominal) engine performance. The major variables are:
 
o Relative hover performance ORIGINAL PAGE k 
o Relative JPT OF POR QUALITY 
o JPT limiter settings 
o Maximum RPM settings 
These variables will be discussed in the following sections as their effects
 
on V/STOL performance are shown.
 
5.2.3 ENGINE OPERATING LIMITATIONS - An operational limitation imposed on
 
the engine restricts continuous engine bleed to a 5 minute period. This is
 
basicly an aircraft limitation on the use of the reaction control system
 
(RCS). The hot bleed air flowing through the RCS ducts heats the aircraft
 
structure and, when in hover, heats the landing gear, brakes and tires.
 
Each period of operating in the lift ratings must be separated by at
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JPT is limited, on the nominal engine, to 710QC for the SID rating, and 
to 740 0C for the SLW rating. 
5.2.4 VTO - Maximum VTO performance is shown in Figure 5-5. This figure shows 
the maximum gross weights for VTOs as a function of the outside air temperature. 
These curves represent standard VTO performance, i.e. VTOs which attain a 
height of 6 meters (20 ft) in 5 to 10 seconds. Also shown are the VL curves 
the the Short Lift Dry (SLD) and Short Lift Wet (SLW) throttle settings. Fig­
ure 5-6 shows the effects of altitude and type of day on VTO performance for
 
the same conditions. It should be noted that water injection is used only
 
when the outside temperature is 5C or higher.
 
5.2.5 HOVER - The effects of specific engine performance is addressed in this
 
section in terms of relative hover performance. Figures 5-7 and 5-8, taken
 
from the AV-8A/TAV-8A NATOBS Manual, illustrate these effects. Figure 5-7
 
shows the engine RPM required as a function of hover gross weight. This fig­
ure shows that a +3% difference in relative hover performance can mean a diff­
erence of up to 4% in RPM required to hover. Figure 5-8 shows the effect of
 
JPT in hover. A +30' difference in relative JPT can result in a 5.5% RPM
 
difference in RPM-required to hover.
 
The relative hover performance of a specific aircraft is easily deter­
mined by carefully establishing a steady hover and recording the RPM, JPT and
 
aircraft gross weight. The ambient temperature and pressure at the hover
 
altitude are also noted. This data point is then compared to the nominal
 




5.2.6 SHORT TAKEOFF - A large improvement in takeoff gross weight and mission
 
range results from using the short takeoff instead of the vertical takeoff.
 
Figure 5-9 shows the target rotation speed and nozzle angle for the corrected
 
hover weight. Figure 5-10 shows the distances to takeoff and to 15 meters
 
(50 ft) as a function of the rotation speed. Both of these figures are from
 
the AV-8A/TAV-8A NATOPS Manual. Figures 5-11 and 5-12 show the effects of.
 
gross weight on both ground roll and to a 15 M (50 ft) obstacle. Figure 5-11
 




5.2.7 CLIMB - Time, distance and fuel required to climb are shown in Figure
 
5-13 for the maximum thrust (15 min. rating) engine setting. This is for a
 
drag index of 10 and shows the effects of 3 gross weights.
 
5.2.8 CEILING - The ceiling, as a function of gross weight, is shown in
 
Figure 5-14. This is the 91 MPM (300 FPM) Rate Of Climb Ceiling.
 
5.2.9 CRUISE - Cruise performance is shown in Figures 5-15 through 5-16.
 
Figure 5-15 shows the optimum and fast cruise as a function of gross weight.
 
Figure 5-16 shows the sea level cruise performance for various drag indexes
 
as functions of gross weight. Figure 5-17 shows the optimum altitude cruise
 
performance for various drag indexes.
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ROTATION SPEED AND NOZZLE ANGLES 
AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION REMARKS 
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5.2.10 LOAD FACTOR - Figure 5-18 shows the load factor available as a func­
tion of Mach number and altitude. This is for buffet onset and is therefore
 
not the maximum available.
 
5.2.11 TURN PERFORMANCE - Figure 5-19 shows the turn performance as a func­
tion of Mach number and altitude.
 
5.2.12 DESCENT - Maximum range descents at 230 KIAS, idle thrust, flaps up,
 
and speedbrake retracted, are shown in Figure 5-20. For practical purposes
 
these curves can be used for all aircraft gross weights since the variation
 
with gross weight is rather small; e.g. 3% for a 25% weight increase. The
 
aircraft gross weight used for the descent calculations is 15,000 lb.
 
5.2.13 VERTICAL LANDINGS - Vertical landing performance is shown in Figures
 
5-21 and 5-22. Figure 5-21 shows the gross weight effects. Figure 5-22 shows
 
the altitude and type of day effects of maximum vertical landing weight.
 
The vertical landing performance at the higher ambients is based upon a
 
50 0 C JPT margin below the JPT limiter setting. In the SLD rating, a JPT above 
6600 at 90 KIAS in level transition will result in an excessive JPT or insuffi­
cient thrust at lower airspeeds. If the JPT margin is in excess of 500 C, the 
deceleration is continued to the hover. If the margin is less than 50C the
 
aircraft is accelerated to wing-borne flight and flown in this mode until a
 
significant amount of fuel has been expended before the VL is attempted.
 
5.2.14 STALL SPEED - Figure 5-23 presents the stall speed as a function of
 
gross weight for zero and 500 flap settings for the power off condition;
 
nozzle angle is 0'.
 
5.2.15 CONVENTIONAL LANDING - Conventional landing performance is shown as a
 
function of gross weight in Figure 5-24. This figure shows approach speed,
 
touchdown speed, ground roll distance, and distance from a 15 M (50 ft) height
 
for landings with and without nozzle braking. Nozzle braking reduces landing
 
ground roll significantly. It is noted that nozzle braking is terminated
 
when the airspeed decreases to 65 KIAS in order to preclude thermal reinges­
tion in the inlets.
 
5.2.16 V/STOL RESEARCH MISSION ANALYSIS - The typical mission flight test
 
pattern is shown in Figure 5-25. The takeoff, either VTO or STO, is performed,
 
followed by a climb to 305 M (1000 ft) altitude. A race track pattern is then
 
flown at 180 KIAS with gear and flaps down and nozzles aft. This pattern
 
allows the 5 minutes operation with nozzles aft as required after each period
 
of nozzles-deflected flight. A decelerating transition is then initiated
 
followed by either a standard NATOPS deceleration to a VL or a slow approach
 
to a SL. These are illustrated in Figure 5-26 and 5-27.
 
Figure 5-28 shows a detail of the VTOL research mission profile which
 
includes fuel 'usage, distance, time and altitude. Two circuits are possible
 
in this mission since the 150 kg (330 lbs) of fuel for starting are used only
 
.once and the 48 kg (105 ibs) for taxi and reposition are used only once. This
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1. RACE TRACK PATTERN FLOWN AT 180 KIAS WITH GEAR AND FLAPS 
DOWN AND NOZZLES AFT AT 1,000 FT ALT FOR 5 MINUTES. 
0 
2 2 3,4 1 





3. FOR SHORT LANDINGS CONSTANT SPEED, 50 APPROACH ESTABLISHED 
AT PT. 3 (AT 500 FT ALT THIS PROVIDES APPROX 45 SEC ON 
CONSTANT CONDITION APPROACH TO T.D.). 
4. FOR VERTICAL LANDINGS, A STD NATOPS DECELERATION IS INITIATED AT 200 FT 
ALTITUDE, 1.0 NM FROM LANDING POINT. 
2 2 11 
' 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
3/ ---FLAPS & GEAR DOWN 
V = 180 KIAS 
_ _ _ 
I I 4 1 
4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 
GROUND DISTANCE - NM 
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VTOGW 16,740 LB 




4 3 2 1 G,H;A 1 2 3 4 
DISTANCE NM 
LB. 	 TIME MIN ALTITUDE
OPERATION 	 -FUEL A DIST. 

A CUM N.M. A I cUM FT
 
A. START, CHECK ENGINES & TAX 330 330 	 5.0 5.0 0
 
B. 	VTO @ SLD ENGINE RATING 110 440 - 0.5 5.5 0"--50 
50---1,000C. CLIMB & ACCELERATE TO 1,000' @ 180KCAS 110 550 1 0.5 6.0 

372 922 15 5.0 11.0 1,000
D. FLY PATTERN AT 1,000' @ 180 KEAS; ej =0 

E. REDUCED PWR. PUSHOVER AND DESCENT TO
 
nj" INITIAL POINT AT 200' ALT, 1.0 N.M.
 
1.0 12.0 1,000
FROM VL POINT 75 998 2 

1073 0.50 12.5 200-60
F. DECELERATING TRANSITION TO VL MODE 75 1 

50 1123 - _0.25 12.75 60-0




H. TAXI & REPOSITION FOR NEXT CIRCUIT 105 1228 	 5.0 

0 
Figure 5-29 shows a detail of the STOL research mission profile with the
 
Using STOL allows 5 circuits.
same conditions as in the VTOL mission profile. 

The fuel allowances listed represent the average gross weight associated with
 
the 5 circuit capability.
 
A performance summary is shown in Figure 5-30 for each of the missions
 
with each of the proposed control systems.
 
These circuit capabilities are for the SLD throttle setting on a standard
 
day at sea level, and consequently represent a nominal capability. Due to the
 
large effects of ambient temperature, field altitude and use of water, the
 
V/STOL performance charts must be checked for specific mission planning.
 
Figure 5-31 shows the effect of fuel loading at takeoff on the number of
 
cycles for the two different takeoff and landing operations.
 
.Figure 5-32 shows the effect of fuel loading at takeoff for the total
 
time including takeoff, circuit, landing, and repositioning the aircraft.
 
5.2.17 FERRY MISSIONS - Figures 5-33 and 5-34 are examples of the ferry
 
mission capability. Figure 5-33 shows a typical ferry from Moffat Field to
 
the Crows Landing auxiliary test site. It includes a weight, distance, time
 
and altitude breakdown for this 44 nautical miles mission. Figure 5-34 shows
 
the capability in-the ferry mission with this aircraft.
 
5.3 WEIGHT AND BALANCE
 
Weight and balance data were computed for the basic and optional aircraft
 
modifications. Data are given in units of pounds and inches to be consistent
 
with performance data contained in NATOPS Flight Manual NAVAIR 01-AV8A-l. The
 
computations were based on the assumption that the Harrier G-VTOL aircraft is
 
brought up to TAV-8A standards before delivery to MCAIR. The update modifica­
tion will decrease the present G-VTOL weight by 391 pounds.
 
Table 5-1 presents the weight and balance data for the equipment added
 
and deleted to implement the basic modifications. Tables 5-2 and 5-3 give the
 
weight and balance-changes to the data of Table 5-1 if the duplex or triplex
 
flight control system is implemented instead of the simplex system. Figures
 
5-4 through 5-8 give weight and balance data for the other options.
 
Table 5-9 gives a total aircraft weight summary for the simplex, duplex
 
and triplex flight control systems installed in the Harrier G-VTOL and a pro­
duction TAV-8A." Figure 5-35 shows the center of gravity envelope for the
 
aircraft equipped with the simplex system and the aircraft equipped with a
 
triplex system. The en#elope for the aircraft equipped with the duplex system
 
-falls between the simplex and triplex envelopes. Also shown is the point on
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A. START, 	CHECK ENGINES & TAXI 
B. STO AT 	SLD ENGINE RATING 

C. CLIMB & ACCELERATE TO 1,000 FT. @ 
180 KCAS 
D. FLY PATTERN AT 1,000' @ 180 KEAS:
 
0°
0 	 e3 = 
E. PUSHOVER, ESTABLISH APPROACH NOZZLE
 




F. CONSTANT SPEED APPROACH TO SHORT
 
LANDING V = 110 KIAS 







NASA V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
 





STOGW 20,660 LB 
C TAKEOFF FUEL = 6110 LB 
G A,B 1 2 3 
DISTANCE - NM 
FUEL LB. A DIST. TIME MIN 
A CUM N.M. A CUM 
330 330 5.0 5.0 
110 440 - 0.5 5.5 
110 550 1 0.5 6.0 

440 990 15 5.0 11.0 

150 1140 1 0.75 11.75 

150 1290 1 0.75 12.5 












































3. VTO G.W. (STD DAY)* 	 LB 16,740/17,640 16,740/17,640 

4. TAKEOFF FUEL (INTERNAL) LB 2,507/2,907 2,297/2,697 

5. WATER 	 0/500 0/500 











8. 	STO G.W. (STD DAY, 1000' LB 20,660/21,590** 20,660/21,800**
G.R.)*
 
9. TAKEOFF FUEL 	 LB 6063/6793 5853/6793 

10. 	 WATER 0/200 0/200 









*NOTE: SHORT LIFT DRY/SHORT LIFT WET OPERATION 4 **NOTE: FUEL LIMITED. 
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NASA V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
 
TYPICAL RESEARCH FERRY MISSION
 
(MOFFET FIELD TO CROWS LANDING AUXILIARY LANDING FIELD)
 
ALT FT. C 
0A F G
0  
H DIST. 44 NM 
OPERATION FUEL LB A DIST TIME MIN ALTITUDE
OA TICU N.M. A cum FT 
A. START, ENGINE CHECK & TAXI 330 330 5.0 5.0 0
 
B. STO @ SLD ENGINE RATING 110 440 - 0.5 3.0 0 
C. MAX. PWR. CLIMB TO 10,000 FT.CRUISE ALT. 160 660 6 0.9 3.9 O-1O,000
 
D. CRUISE OUT AT 10,000 FT. ALTITUDE, M .55 225 825 23 3.9 7.8 10,000
 
E. IDLE PWR. DESCENT TO SEA LEVEL 70 895 15 3.5 11.3 10,000"-0 
0 F. DECELERATE & SL @ TEST SITE 300 1195 - 1.5 12.8 0 
G. TAXI FOR 5 MINUTES AT TEST SITE 105 1300 - 5.0 17.8 0­
44 Nm ­
FIGURE 5-34
NASA V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
FERRY MISSION CAPAILITY 
INTERNAL FUEL + 





RANGE (SIMPLEX SYSTEM) = 1032 NM 
RANGE (TRIPLEX SYSTEM) = 992 NM' 
LANDING WITH RESERVES 
(5%INITIAL FUEL 











Stand By Sight 

Weapon Control Panel 









Waveform Generator, HUD 

Displays, HUD (2) 







IFF Test Set 

IFF Test Set, Mt. 

IFF Secure Voice 

Vertical Speed Xducer 



























































IWAC Computer -15.1 

Equipment Rack -66.7 





Emerg. Spring Cartridges (3) 4.5 

Feel Sys. Servoactuator - Yaw 5.6 

Feel Sys. Servoactuator - Pitch 6.8 

Feel Sys. Servoactuator - Roll 2.7 

System LVDT's (3) 3.0 

Strain Gages 2.5 

Series Servoactuator 2.8 

Parallel Servoactuator - Roll 2.6 

Parallel Servoactuator - Yaw 6.9 

Parallel Servoactuator - Pitch 5.4 

Control Rods, Bellcranks & Instl. 12.8 

Power Amplifiers (6) 1.5 

DME Indicator 1.1 

Sidewinder Panel 1.8 

Throttle (2) 1.5 

Control Column Grip (2) 2.9 

INS Mode Select Panel 0.8 

DME Frequency Selector 2.2 





















































ORIGIAL PAGE IS 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
TABLE 5-1 (Continued)
 
WEIGHT (LB) ARM (IN) MOMENT (IN-LB)
 
MLS Angle Receiver Mt. 1.8 100.0 180
 
MLS Control 1.8 127.0 229
 
C-Band Antenna 0.3 88.0 26
 
DME Interrogater 10.5 465.0 4883
 
L-Band Antenna 0.4 525.0 210
 
Digital Computer AP-101 46.0 465.0 21390
 
Inertial Nay. Unit 61.1 465.0 28412
 
Control Display Unit 5.1. 127.0 648
 
Programable Graphics Gen. 15.0 . 465.0 6975 
Rate Gyro Assy. 5.4 468.0 2527 
Lateral Accelerometer 2.0 468.0 936 
Vertical Accelerometer 2.0 130.0 260 
Digital Adapter 24.0 465.0 11160 
Engaging Control 6.0 127.0 762 
Displays, HUD (2) 33.0 91.5 3020 
Compass C-2J 11.0 408.0 4488
 
Installation - Mtg. Prov. 28.4 362.2 10286
 
Installation - Wire 59.0 362.2 21370
 
Nose Boom 52.0 80.0 4160
 
Equipment Rack 42.0 463.2 19454
 
TOTAL CHANGE (235.7) (317.4) (74800)
 
CL Pod (Data Acquisition)' 290.0 322.2 93438
 
C Pylon 52.0 326.7 16988
 











DUPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
 
CHANGES TO BASIC SIMPLEX SYSTEM
 
WEIGHT (LB) ARM (IN) MOMENT (IN-LB) 
REMOVE: (-21.5) (356.0) (-7654) 
Hydraulic Pumps (2) -15.3 294.2 -4502" 
Power Amplifiers (6) -1.5 560.0 -840 
Access Door 266408 -4.7 492.0 -2312 
ADD: (231.7) (429.4) (99483)
 
Hydraulic Pumps (2) 17.3 294.2 5090
 
Cooling Sys. 14.0 294.0 4116
 
System RDVT's (3) 3.0 267.7 803
 
Dual Series Servoactuator - Yaw 24.0 530 12720
 
Dual Series Servoactuator - Pitch (2) 12.4 540 6696
 
Dual Series Servoactuator - Roll (2) 12.4 310 3844
 
Power Amplifiers (3) 0.8 560 448
 
Trim Motor - Yaw 6.5 180 1170
 
Control Rods, Bellcranks & Instl 17.7 442 7825
 
Access Door 8.0 402.0 3936
 
Digital Computer 46.0 492.0 22632
 
Digital Adapter 24.0 492.0 11808
 
Rate Gyro Assembly 5.4 468.0 2527
 
Installation - Mtg. Prov. 10.2 490.4 5002
 
Installation - Wire 30.0 362.2 10866
 










TRIPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
'CHANGES TO BASIC SIMPLEX SYSTEM 
WEIGHT (LB) ARM (IN) 
REMOVE: (-4.7) (492.0) 
Access Door 266408 -4.7 492.0 
ADD: (256.9) (420.9) 

Parallel Servoactuator - Yaw 10.0 530 

Parallel Servoactuator - Pitch 10.0 540 

Parallel Servoactuator - Roll 10.0 310 

Control Rods, Bellcranks & Instl. 9.0 460 

Access Door 8.0 492.0 

Digital Computers (2) 92.0 418.5 

Digital Adapters (2) 48.0 418.5 

Rate Gyro Assy (2) 10.8 468.0 

Installation - Mtg Rov. 19.1 425.6 

Installation - Wire 40.0 362.2 

TOTAL CHANGE TO SIMPLEX SYSTEM (252.2) 419.6 

Remove CL Pod -290.0 322.2 

Remove CL Pod -52.0 326.7 





TOTAL CHANGE TO DATA
 







































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 


































NASA RESEARCH AIRPLANE 
WEIGHT STATEMENT 

























NASA RESEARCH AIRPLANE 
WEIGHT STATEMENT 




Link Assy -. 5 
Connecting Rod -. 9 
Quadrant Assy -.5
 
TOTAL WEIGHT REMOVED (-1.9) 
ADD: 
Force Link .5 
Servoactuator 2.8 
RVDT .1 
Quadrant Assy .8 
Parallel Servoactuator 2.8 






TOTAL WEIGHT ADDED (10.0) 





NASA RESEARCH AIRPLANE 
WEIGHT STATEMENT
 








TOTAL WEIGHT REMOVED 
ADD: 
Walking Beam Bellcrank 





































































































































OPERATING WEIGHT EMPTY (INCLUDES UPDATE MODS) 13540 13625
 
SIMPLEX SYSTEM 236 236
 
FLIGHT TEST EQUIPMENT 30 30
 
DATA ACQUISITION (CL POD + CL PYLON) 342 342
 
OWE - SIMPLEX SYSTEM 14148 14233
 
DELTA CHANGE TO SIMPLEX SYSTEM 	 210 210
 
OWE - DUPLEX SYSTEM 	 14358 14443
 
DELTA CHANGE TO SIMPLEX SYSTEM 	 252 252
 
REMOVE CL POD & CL PYLON -342 -342
 
ADD GUN PODS - DATA ACQUISITION EQUIPMENT 378 378
 




o 	LOW RANGE AIR DATA SYSTEM 4 4
 
o 	SIDE-ARM CONTROLLER "-7 -7
 
o 	 THROTTLE AND NOZZLE SYSTEM 
- DELTA CHANGE TO SIMPLEX SYSTEM 8 8 
- DELTA CHANGE TO DUPLEX SYSTEM 35 35 
- DELTA CHANGE TO TRIPLEX SYSTEM 12 12 
8NOTE: 
FIGURE 5-35 
CENTER OF GRAVITY ENVELOPE - NASA RESEARCH AIRPLANE 
DUPLEX ENVELOPE , : ,- . -.. , , ". . . ' BETWEEN 
--­i T - L-:, 
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We have a staff of Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) personnel assigned
 
to the AV-8 Program. These personnel will be available to NASA to provide
 
support information. 'Normally, requests for support assistance would be made
 
through the MCAIR AV-8 ILS manager.
 
5.4.1 VENDOR DATA - MCAIR will obtain vendor data for hardware selected for
 
the NASA peculiar modifications. We will also identify spares requirements
 
and prepare Technical Manuals.
 
5.4.2 SPARES, REPAIR PARTS AND GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT - Appendix A itemizes
 
MCAIR recommendations for spares, repair parts and ground support equipment
 
required for support of the aircraft over a four year period. These recommen­
dations are based on an aircraft utilization rate of 10 hours per month.
 
Appendix A will be revised, as required, to reflect aircraft configuration
 
changes and additional requirements resulting from USMC usage. NASA, at its
 
option, may contract with NAVAIR for material support on an as needed basis,
 
or may procure outfitting requirements through MGAIR. In the event NASA
 
elects to procure support materials from MCAIR, it is recommended that their
 




5.4.3 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE) - Existing AV-8A/TAV-8A Organizational
 
Level GSE items required to support the program are identified in the GSE
 
section of Appendix A. Additional test equipment and integration benches to
 
support peculiar equipment will be developed by MCAIR as "laboratory type"
 
equipment. These additional items will be made available for NASA use upon
 
delivery of the reconfigured aircraft.
 
5.4.4 TECHNICAL MANUALS - MCAIR will utilize engineering drawings and vendor
 
source data to provide Technical Manuals for the NASA flight test program.
 
MCAIR will provide NASA with one set of AV-8A/TAV-8A manuals of the latest
 
configuration and one set of supplements identifying the modifications made
 
by MCAIR for the NASA flight test program.
 
5.4.5 ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (ECP) SUPPORT - MCAIR will provide NASA
 
with a copy of all ECPs approved by NAVAIR for the TAV-8A aircraft. If NASA
 
desires to have any of'these ECPs installed in the aircraft they can negotiate
 
directly with NAVAIR for kit procurement.
 
5.4.6 REPAIR OF REPAIRABLES - Spares, repair parts and GSE identified in
 
Appendix A provides material support for organizational level maintenance
 
(on-aircraft maintenance). It is recommended that NASA contract with NAVAIR 
for repair of components that are common to USMC TAV-8A configurations and 
with MCAIR for repair of components peculiar to the NASA Research Aircraft. 
Common components are identified in Appendix A by assignment of National 











MCAIR Report MDC A4949 "Proposal for a Conceptual Design Study of Modifications
 
to Harrier G-VTOL" was submitted to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
on 29 August 1977. It was submitted in response to Request for Proposal 2-26931(HK),
 
"Conceptual Design Study of Modifications to Harrier G-VTOL," dated 5 August 1977.
 
On 3 October 1977 MCAIR began work on the program under NASA Contract NAS2-9748.
 
The Scope of Work defined by this contract was the same as proposed by MCAIR except
 
that MCAIR was to provide, to the extent possible, the cost estimates for the indi­
vidual items in the basic modifications; as a minimum the costs for the control
 
system modifications, data acquisition systems, simulation, ground tests, and air­
worthiness tests. Amendment One to the contract added the conceptual design of a
 




This appendix contains those portions of the documents which define the state­
ment of work for this program. Section A-2 contains the Study Approach and Deliv­
erable Items sections from the MCAIR proposal. Sections A-3 and A-4 contain the
 
Scope of Work sections from the contract and contract amendment.
 
A-2 MCAIR STATEMENT OF WORK
 
The statement of work proposed by MCAIR is contained in Section 2 and Section
 




"MCAIR will provide the materials and services necessary to perform a conceptual
 
design study which will define modification approaches and estimate costs associated
 
with converting the Harrier G-VTOL to a VTOL control, display, and guidance research
 
aircraft. This study will include, but not necessarily be limited to, defining
 
modifications required to the control system and cockpit, exploring various methods
 
of mechanization, defining research equipment and software requirements, exploring
 
methods for aircraft weight reduction and defining the weight of added equipment,
 
selecting major hardware components, defining provisions fox safety, and determining
 
the weight and performance capabilities of the modified aircraft. The design
 
modifications will be established in such a way that the ability to operate from a
 
ship will be retained or easily restored. The conceptual design study will identify
 
the basic modifications required in the overall modification program as well as
 
optional modifications which can be added initially or at a later date in order to
 
enhance the research capability of the aircraft. Where necessary certain simplifying
 




"MCAIR will develop the conceptual designs and the budgetary costing data for
 
the following basic aircraft modifications:
 
"2.1.1 CONTROL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS - The flight control system design modifica­




pilot station and the front cockpit will be the safety pilot and solo pilot station.
 
The aft cockpit's control stick and rudder pedals will be mechanically disconnected
 
from the Harrier flight control system and equipped with electrical position and
 
force transducers as well as actuators for providing variable feel characteristics."
 
"The design approach for implementing the research aircraft control system
 
capability will be to use an onboard digital compiter to compute pitch, roll and
 
yaw servo command signals for the Harrier control surface/reaction control system
 
from the aft pilot's control stick and rudder pedal command signals, aircraft motion
 
sensor signals, and air data computer measurements. The digital computer will also
 
provide signals for the aft control stick and rudder pedal variable feel systems."
 
"Sufficient information will be provided in the front cockpit to enable the
 
safety pilot to monitor the activity of the evaluation pilot and of the digital
 
control system and to disengage these systems should the necessity arise. The
 
front seat pilot will then fly the aircraft using an essentially unmodified Harrier
 
flight control system. The front cockpit will also contain a digital computer
 
console which will permit the front seat pilot to change the aircraft dynamic
 
response and feel system characteristics provided to the evaluation pilot."
 
"This modification comprises the installation of a digital flight control
 
system and other systems, system modifications, and studies including:
 
a. 	The stick and rudder pedals shall be disconnected from the flight control
 
system and a force-feel system installed.
 
b. 	Installation of a powered rudder system or an acceptable alternate.
 




(1) A single thread system using full authority parallel along with
 
limited authority series servos utilizing as much existing hardware as
 
possible. In each channel of control (pitch, roll, and yaw) the parallel
 
servo will move the existing Harrier mechanical control linkages, includ­
ing the safety pilot's controller, in response to commands computed by
 
the digital computer. Since the frequency response capability of the
 
parallel servo system will be limited due to the mass of the control
 
linkages, a limited authority series servo, which would not cause the
 
safety pilot's controller to move, will be included in each channel to
 
provide the frequency response characteristics required for closed loop
 
control purposes. A high pass ("washout") network will be included in
 
each series servo so that control surface/reaction control will be
 
primarily due to the parallel servos. Therefore, the safety pilot can
 
effectively monitor control system activities by monitoring the motion
 
of his stick and rudder pedals. If required, he can manually override
 
and electrically disconnect the evaluation pilot's control system.
 
(2) A digital computer having sufficient memory capability and compu­
tational speed to perform the required control, display, and guidance
 
computations. A computer sizing analysis will be performed to an
 
appropriate depth for estimating computer requirements. Candidates
 
considered in the computer selection process will include, but not be
 
limited to, the IBM API01, the ROLM 1600, and the ROLM Ruggedized
 




availability of a higher order language compiler/code generator which
 
can be resident on either the IBM 360 or CDC 7600 Ames system. The
 
computer system selected will include all necessary peripheral equipment.
 
(3) An inertial platform similar to Litton LTN 51 to replace existing
 
Navigation Display Unit and Control (FE-541) to provide position, rate,
 
and acceleration information to the computational system.
 
(4) Transducers to provide input data to the computer and data acquisi­
tion system.
 
d. 	Hydraulic and electrical subsystem modifications as required.
 
e. 	The investigation of methods for improving control power. Included will
 
be methods which would not be desirable for production aircraft, such as
 
boom mounted roll reaction controls.
 
f. 	An abbreviated failure mode and effects analysis of the complete system."
 
"2.1.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM - MCAIR will prepare a conceptual design of a
 
data acquisition system to the depth required for cost estimation. A system
 
with 150 measurands will be assumed. A Teledyne Controls AIFTDS-4000 "Airborne
 
Integrated Flight Test Data System" shall be considered GFE. GFE will not
 
include data sensors, signal conditioning interface wiring, and necessary component
 
fixtures and bracketry. Sensors which are components of existing aircraft systems
 
will be utilized wherever possible. Use of the outputs from the inertial platform
 
will be used for both the control system and the data system."
 
"2.1.3 READ UP DISPLAY - MCAIR will determine the modifications required to allow
 
flexibility in presentation format of the Head Up Display (HUD). The displays in
 
both the front and rear cockpits will be identical. A programmable graphic gener­
ator will replace the existing waveform generator. The graphic generator will be
 
easily reprogrammable in order to provide flexibility for change and be interfaced
 
with the system computer. MCAIR will consider using the digital computer to
 
generate the HUD symbology instead of a new graphic generator."
 
"2.1.4 LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM - MCAIR will determine the modifications required
 
to incorporate a landing guidance system. The landing guidance system will consist
 
of MLS glide slope and DME receivers (GFE), MILS antennas (GFE), and the appropriate
 
electronics to interface with the digital computer. The MLS angle receiver inter­
face will conform to ARINC 582 and the MLS DME receiver interface will conform to
 
ARINC 563. In addition, the interface electronics unit will have room for adding
 
the electronics to interface an additional landing guidance sensor system."
 
"2.1.5 SIMULATION - MCAIR will estimate the planning price of modifying the exist­
ing AV-8A math model to be representative of the G-VTOL aircraft and compatible
 
with the Ames FSAA Simulator. This simulation will model aircraft aerodynamics,
 
propulsion, control, and landing gear characteristics. The support requirements
 
for a four week simulation by the Ames Research Center on the FSAA during the
 
design phase shall be determined. This simulation will evaluate the control
 
system modifications and the flight safety aspects of the design."'
 
"2.1.6 SYSTEM SOFTWARE- MCAIR will prepare a preliminary plan for developing
 
the required system software.. The software addressed in this software development
 




a. 	All software required for functionally operating the system (e.g., for
 
accessing all sensor information, sending servo commands, driving displays
 
and setting flags, accomplishing a system preflight checkout, accomplish­




b. 	A software control system program that will functionally provide the same
 
control system performance as the basic vehicle control system (i.e.,
 
manual control system plus SAS).
 
c. 	A HUD software program that provides the same functional capability as
 
the standard AV-8A HUD,system."
 
"2.1.7 GROUND TESTS - MCAIR will define the requirements for a minimum ground test
 
of the modified control system and aircraft to assure the safe operation of the
 
aircraft, digital computer, inertial platform, sensors, and software."
 
"2.1.8 AIRWORTHINESS TESTS - MCAIR will define the requirements for a minimum
 
airworthiness flight test following the modification of the aircraft. This
 






MCAIR will conceptually design and develop the budgetary costing data for
 
the following aircraft modifications:
 
"2.2.1 LOW SPEED AIR DATA SYSTEM - MCAIR will install a low speed air data system
 
in the aircraft. To accomplish this objective, MCAIR will review available low
 
speed air data sensors and review aircraft locations suitable for their installation.
 
Candidate sensors and their locations on the aircraft will be determined. Selection
 
criteria will include the consideration that inputs from a low speed air data
 
system may eventually be required to provide inputs to the aircraft control system.
 
If possible, the system installed will have had prior flight experience so develop­
ment or flight certification of'a new system will not be required."
 
"2.2.2 THRUST AND NOZZLE SERVO SYSTEM - A conceptual design of a thrust and nozzle
 
servo system for the rear cockpit will be made. In the design, the rear cockpit's
 
throttle lever and nozzle lever will be mechanically disconnected from the Harrier
 
engine and nozzle controls and equipped with electrical position transducers which
 
would provide lever position information to the digital computer. Single channel
 
servo systems utilizing full authority parallelservos and limited authority series
 
servos will be installed to permit the-engine fuel control unit and the air motor
 
servo unit (which positions the nozzles) to be controlled by signals from the digital
 
computer. The parallel servos will be used to move the existing Harrier throttle
 
and nozzle control mechanisms, including the throttle lever and nozzle lever in
 
the front cockpit. Since the frequency response capability of the parallel servo
 
system will be limited due to the mass of the linkages, limited authority series
 
servos will be included at the engine fuel control unit and air motor servo unit
 
to provide the frequency response characteristics required for closed loop control
 
purposes. A high pass ("washout") network will be included in each series servo so
 
that the mechanical inputs to the engine fuel control unit and air motor servo unit
 
would be due primarily to the parallel servos. Therefore, the safety pilot can
 
effectively monitor throttle and nozzle activities by monitoring the motion of his
 




integrated power management control concepts to be investigated. Provisions will be
 
made to readily replace the aft cockpit's throttle/nozzle control box which contains
 
the throttle and nozzle levers with a new integrated power management control unit
 
which will supply pilot command signals to the digital computer,"
 
"2.2.3 SIDE-ARM CONTROLLER - A conceptual design for a side-stick controller for
 
pitch, roll, and yaw control incorporated with functions that parallel the
 
electrical inputs from the stick and rudder pedals will be developed. A design
 
for the cockpit installation will be prepared."
 
"2.2.4 REDUNDANT CONTROL SYSTEMS - MCAIR will consider dual full authority series
 
servo mechanizations for the rear cockpit pitch, roll, yaw, throttle and nozzle
 
control systems in place of the single thread parallel/series servo systems. An
 
abbreviated failure mode and effects analysis will be performed."
 
"2.2.5 REDUNDANT THROTTLE AND NOZZLE CONTROL - MCAIR will prepare a conceptual
 
design of a dual, full authority series servo system for a throttle and nozzle
 










a. 	Conceptual designs for the Harrier modification including the designation
 
of recommended purchased equipment. The basic modification package will
 
consist of items 2.1.1 through 2.1.8. Items 2.2.1 through 2.2.5 will be
 
considered as options and the effect of including each of these options
 
individually and sequentially into the program will be documented.
 
b. 	A modification plan, a test plan, and a schedule for the basic modifica­
tions of the Harrier G-VTOL aircraft and each of the options.
 
c. 	A cost estimate for the basic modification package (Paragraph 2.1) and for
 
each option item (2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5) will be provided.
 
Each of these cost estimates will contain information for the following
 




d. 	The estimated performance of the modified aircraft will be documented along
 




A-3 CONTRACT SCOPE OF WORK
 
The Scope of Work section from NASA Contract NAS2-9748 is the following:
 
"A. Scope of Work
 
1. 	The contractor shall furnish the necessary services and materials to provide
 
a Conceptual Design Study of Modifications to Harrier G-VTOL as set forth
 
in McDonnell Douglas Corporation, MdDonnell Aircraft Company Report Number
 
MDC A4949 (Volume 1), dated August 29, 1977 to RFP 2-26931, dated August 5,
 




Number MDC A4949 and NASA Statement of Work 2-26931, dated August 5, 1977
 
are hereby made a part of this contract by reference."
 
2. 	The following addition is hereby made to Paragraph 3.0(c) of the McDonnell
 
Aircraft Company Report No. MDC A4949:
 
"In addition to the above cost estimates the contractor shall provide,
 
to the extent possible, the total cost estimates for the individual items
 
in Section 2.1; as a minimum the costs shall be provided for 2.1.1, 2.1.2,
 
2.1.5, 2.1.7 and 2.1.8."
 
A-4 	CONTRACT AMENDMENT SCOPE OF WORK
 








Alternate Control System Modifications for Harrier G-VTOL
 
(a) Redundant Parallel/Series Control Systems
 
The contractor shall conceptually design a triplex parallel-full
 
authority servo plus a single limited authority series servo mech­
anization for the rear cockpit pitch, roll, yaw, throttle, and
 
nozzle control systems in place of the single thread parallel/series
 
servo systems. Should the study indicate sufficient response in
 
throttle and nozzle operation can be obtained from the parallel
 




(b) Redundant Parallel/Series Throttle and Nozzle Control
 
The 	contractor shall prepare a conceptual design of a triplex
 
parallel-full authority servo plus a single limited authority
 
series servo (if required) system for a throttle and nozzle
 
control system to operate in conjunction with single thread pitch,
 
roll, and yaw control systems.
 
The 	results of the conceptual design and estimated cost of each
 
of these two option studies will be included under the deliverable
 










Technical descriptions of the aircraft modifications which will convert
 
the British civil registry Harrier G-VTOL to a V/STOL control, display, and
 
guidance research aircraft are contained in the main body of this report.
 
Brief descriptions of the major tasks required to implement these aircraft
 
modifications are contained in this appendix.- These task descriptions were
 
prepared for use in deriving planning prices for NASA. It was assumed in
 
preparing these task descriptions that the aircraft would be modified to the
 




The modifications studied for NASA fall into two categories: basic
 
modifications and optional modifications. The basic modifications include a
 
simplex parallel digital fly-by-wire flight control system, a data acquisi­
tion system,.a head-up display (HUD), a landing guidance system (MLS), and an
 
inertial navigation system (INS). This part of the program includes simula­
tion, system software, ground tests, and airworthiness tests. The optional
 
modifications include a duplex series digital fly-by-wire flight control
 
system, a triplex parallel digital fly-by-wire flight control system, a low
 
speed air data system, a side-arm controller, and a thrust and nozzle servo
 
system (simplex parallel, duplex series, and triplex parallel). The task
 
descriptions for the basic modifications are given in Section B-2. The task
 
descriptions for the duplex and triplex flight control systems are given in
 
Sections B-3 and B-4. The technical and task descriptions for the low speed
 
air data system, side-arm controller, and thrust and nozzle servo systems are
 




Task descriptions for implementing the basic modifications to the two
 
place Harrier are given in this section. The control system modifications
 
(which include component hardware and the inertial navigation system) are
 
given in Section B-2.1. The data acquisition system, head up display, and
 
landing guidance system are discussed in Sections B-2.2 through B-2.4. System
 
software and simulation are discussed in Sections B-2.5 and B-2.6. Ground tests
 
and airworthiness tests are discussed in Sections B-2.7 and B-2.8.
 
B-2.1 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS - The flight control system modifi­
cations include aircraft modifications and equipment requirements.
 




(a) Nose - Longitudinal Reaction Control System: The C292616 nozzle lever
 
is removed. A new electromechanical series servo actuator with associated linkage
 
is added and the existing nose boom is replaced with a flight test nose boom.
 
(b) Forward Cockpit - A fly-by-wire control panel with a DME Indicator
 




control panel from the left hand main instrument panel. This panel has an engage
 
enable switch and indicators lights to display the functions of the control sys­
tem which are selected, which are operational, and any failures that occur. (The
 




The Sidewinder control panel on the left hand subinstrument panel is revised
 
to give a jettison capability for stores such as fuel tanks. (This stores jetti­
son capability was lost when the weapon control panel was removed above.)
 
An INS Mode Select Panel is mounted on the right hand main instrument panel
 
where formerly the Ferranti INAS Control Panel was mounted.
 
The pilot's control stick is modified to remove the safety cover from the
 
bomb button. This switch is wired for system disengage so that the safety pilot
 
can quickly disengage the fly-by-wire system. The throttle grip on the left hand
 
console is also revised to include a system disengage switch.
 
The ballistic panel is removed from the pedestal panel between the forward
 
pilot's legs and a DHE frequency selector installed. On the right hand console
 
the ARC-114 radio is replaced with the INS control panel.
 
Rate gyros (405 RGU/l and 307 RGU/l), lockon/reject (9900-06), and camera
 
controls (B314828) are removed.
 




(c) Aft Cockpit - The weapon monitor panel on the left side of the main
 
instrument panel-is replaced with a fly-by-wire control panel which shows the
 
system status with function selection and failure indications repeated in'the
 
front cockpit. The panel includes variable stability controls, computer dis­
plays, and master engage switch.
 
A microwave landing system control panel is added to the center pedestal
 
where the aft cockpit pilot will control the selection of glideslope, sensi­
tivity, and other variables.
 
The following changes will be made to implement the feel systems:
 
o 	Lateral Feel System - The C292279 aileron-lever is revised so that
 
the B267697 rotatable control rod can be disconnected from the lateral
 
control system. A new bellcrank, a new RVDT, a new torque motor, and
 
a new force link are added.
 
o 	Longitudinal Feel System - The B290034 tailplane control rod is removed.
 
A new force link, RVDT, and torque motor are added.
 
o 	Directional Feel System - The B290103 rudder control rod and C287292
 




The VHF Voice Radio (ARC-114) will be removed and the gyro for the attitude
 




(d) Wing - A new lateral parallel servo is added to the front spar of
 
the wing and the B276941 aileron control lever assembly is revised to accept
 
the motion output of the lateral servo. A new spring cartridge is added.
 
(e) Aft Equipment Bay - The aft equipment bay shelf, P/N 317739, between
 
Frame 33 and Frame 36 is replaced with the new equipment shelf using the same
 
structural pickup points. The following equipment is removed:
 
o, 	IFF Test Set (TS-1843/APX)
 
o 	 IFF Test Set Mount (MT-3513A/APX-72) 
o 	 Secure IFF provisions 
o 	 Vertical speed transducer 
o 	 SEAM (ASA-83) 
o 	 Waveform Generator (202SUE/3) 
o 	 Attitude heading reference set components 
The following equipment is added:
 
o 	 Digital Computer (IBM AP-101) 
o 	 Rate gyros (3) 
o 	 Lateral accelerometer 
o 	 Vertical accelerometer 
o 	 Digital adapter 
o 	 Litton LTN-51 Inertial Navigation Unit 
(f) Aft Fuselage -- The new longitudinal servo actuator is installed in
 
the aft fuselage. The B136980 tailplane compensator is revised to accept the
 
output of the longitudinal servo actuator. A new spring cartridge is installed
 
between the longitudinal servo and the B136980 tailplane compensator. A new
 
directional servo actuator is fitted on Frame 41. A new bellcrank, new spring
 
cartridge, and new push rod are added. The 168864 rudder compensator is
 
revised to accept the directional servo actuator input. Install six (6) power
 




(g) Top Center Fuselage --The VHF antenna and coupler are removed.
 
(h) Hydraulics - The simplex system requires no hydraulic system modi­
fications.
 
(i) Electrical - The wiring for the basic avionics changes, the electro­
mechanical parallel actuators, and the feel systems actuators are as follows:
 
o 	 31 wires from the nose to the forward cockpit. 
o 	 12 wires from the nose to the equipment bay shelf. 
o 	119 wires from the forward cockpit to the equipment bay shelf.
 
o 	115 wires from the aft cockpit to the equipment bay shelf.
 
o 	 12 wires from the wing to the equipment bay shelf. 
o 	24 wires from the engine compartment to the equipment bay shelf.
 
o 	1 coax from the equipment bay shelf to an added antenna located
 




o 	Approximately 200 wires are added or reterminated within
 
the equipment bay/aft fuselage area.
 
o 	 Existing wiring not used will be left in the aircraft 
but capped off. The removal of equipment will delete 
10 fuses in the distribution panel. The addition of 
equipment will add back 9 fuses. 
BL2.1.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS - The following tasks are involved in obtain­
ing the digital flight control and avionics equipment associated with the con­
trol systems modification:
 
(a) Flight Control Components - Flight control system components which 
are to be purchased or manufactured by MCAIR are listed in Figure B-1. This
 
list does not include purchased avionics which are discussed later. Develop­
ment effort will be minimized by selecting components which can be qualified
 
by similarity whenever possible with only acceptance tests required of the
 
supplier. Supplier tests are expected to be analog. Where qualified compon­
ents cannot be obtained, a reduced qualification test program will'be utilized
 
which is informally agreed on by the supplier and MCAIR. A brief description
 
of 	the components follows:
 
o 	Feel System Servoactuators - To provide artificial feel forces
 
at the stick and rudder pedals in the aft cockpit. Single
 
channel electromechanical servoactuators are planned. Servo­
actuator ratings differ for each axis.
 
o 	RVDTs and Strain Gages - Position and force transducers which
 
will be attached to aft cockpit stick and rudder pedals to
 




o 	Force Switch Strain Gages - Transducers attached to the forward
 
cockpit stick and rudder pedals to disengage the fly-by-wire
 




o 	Series Servoactuator and Solenoid - Limited authority center­
locked electromechanical servoactuator and solenoid to provide
 
series control of the pitch forward reaction control valve
 
presently installed in YAV-8B aircraft.
 




o 	Parallel Servoactuators - The flight control servoactuators
 
used to drive the mechanical controls in yaw, pitch, and
 
roll will be electromechanical. Supplier tests are expected
 







SIMPLEX PARALLEL FLIGHT CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
NAME 

















NUMBER OF UNITS 
A/C SPARE WEIGHT 
1 1 5.6 
Feel System Servoactuator-Pitch 























System RVDT's New TBD 1 3 2 .5 
System Strain Gages Existing MDC TBD 1 3 2 
Force Switch Strain Gages Existing MDC TBD 1 3 2 
Series Servoactuator Existing E/M MPC Products 11650-3-L59 1 1 1 2.8 
Series Servoactuator Solenoid Existing LEDEK 184-945-001 1 1 1 
Emergency Spring Cartridge New MDC 1 3 4.5 




#15977 1 1 1 6.9 




#15979-1 11 5.4 




#15978-1 1 1 2.6 
(b) Avionics - Avionic system components are the following:
 
o 	Digital Flight Control System (CFE)
 










o 	Inertial Navigation System (GFE)
 
- Litton LTN-51 Inertial Navigation Unit
 
- INS Control Display Unit
 
- INS Mode Select Unit
 
o 	Compass System (GFE)
 




o 	Digital Flight Control System and Digital Adapters (CFE) - MCAIR
 
will prepare the specifications and do the procurement. Two units
 
are to be procured (1 installed, 1 spare). Acceptance tests will
 
be done (included in ground tests), likewise a brief integration
 
test. MCAIR is also responsible for installation design and actual
 
installation, as checkout tests will be performed for reference.
 
o 	Inertial Navigation and Compass System (GFE) - MCAIR will perform
 
acceptance tests, likewise integration testing. These tasks are
 




(c) Failure Mode and Effects Analysis - The failure mode and effects
 
analysis (FMEA) will comprise three tasks:
 
o 	Determine Built-in-Test (BIT) percentage necessary and define
 
means to achieve these levels.
 
o 	Determine Inflight-Integrity Monitoring required and perform
 
detailed design to achieve the necessary coverage.
 
o 	Determine failure modes and their probability of occurrence.'
 




- Lateral Flight Control System
 
- Longitudinal Flight Control System
 
- Directional Flight Control System
 




(d) Logistic Support - The publications, spares and GSE required to support
 




B-2.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM - The data acquisition system for the aircraft will
 
be built around a Teledyne Remote Multiplexer/Demultiplexer Unit (RMDU) Model AIFTDS­
4000 and a Bell and Howell Airborne Tape Recorder, model MARS 141:4 LT30. Both of
 
these units, along with a suitable telemetry system and a time code generator, will
 
be provided to MCAIR as GFE equipment by NASA Ames. The tasks described herein
 
comprise the definition of the design, fabrication, installation, checkout and docu­
mentation of a data acquisition system incorporating-the GFE components.
 
B-2.2.1 DESIGN - The data acquisition system will be developed to support the
 
NASA flight development program. In order to ensure that all NASA requirements
 
have been satisfied, a series of coordination interface meetings will be held at
 
Ames with NASA project and instrumentation personnel to firm up measurand require­
ments and obtain familiarization with the Teledyne data acquisition system. A
 




Procurement specifications will be generated to the extent that Instrumentation
 
Equipment Drawings (TED) will be prepared for each deliverable piece of CFE that is
 
to be delivered to MCAIR. Bid request and vendor coordination will be initiated.
 
Vendor proposals will be evaluated. Delivery dates and quantities will be negotiated.
 
Purchase orders will be prepared, vendors selected, and long lead purchases initiated.
 
Unique signal conditioning components necessary to interface vendor supplied items
 
with the Teledyne RMDU will be identified and designed during this phase of activity.
 
These signal conditioners will be new units requiring electrical design and packag­
ing support.
 
Instrumentation installation drawings to support the data acquisition require­
ments will be developed and coordinated with the cognizant Project Design Groups
 
prior to being released to manufacturing. Installation drawings consist of mech­
anical and electrical interface definitions. New electrical specification drawings
 
will be required for all 90 measurands. New mechanical drawings will be required for
 
approximately 75 of the measurands. Engineering Orders (EOs) and Design Change
 
Notices (DONs) will be required for approximately 15 measurands.
 
An external instrumentation pod will be required to carry the GFE equipment.
 
The design of the pod will be initiated using available conventional pod silhouettes.
 
If available silhouettes are not satisfactory, a new configuration will be designed
 
and detail drawings developed for delivery to NASA for manufacture. These design
 
drawings will consist of new mechanical and electrical specifications. Internal
 
shelf installation and equipment layouts will be designated. Electrical interfaces
 
will be designed and appropriate interface connectors will be specified. It is
 
anticipated that suitable qualification tests will be required of a new pod prior
 
to release for carry on a Harrier aircraft. The centerline instrumentation pod will
 
require provisions for cooling air during specific flight conditions. A new mech­
anical interface will be required utilizing bleed air from the Environmental Control
 
System. An electrical-pneumatic control system will be designed to provide this
 
capability. A flight test noseboom will be designed using data developed by MCAIR
 
to support other Harrier related programs.
 
B-2.2.2 FABRICATION - All components necessary to support the data acquisition
 
system will be fabricated using current MCAIR technology which has been proven on
 
earlier programs. Fabrication of new electrical signal conditioning components
 
will include development of engineering models for verification ad proof fit. The
 
instrumentation centerline pod will be fabricated by NASA Ames and will be delivered
 





B-2.2.3 INSTALLATION - MCAIR will install all applicable instrumentation and
 
interface wiring with the GFE system components. All system wiring will be
 
checked out as an operating system.
 
B-2.2.4 CHECKOUT - The checkout of the data acquisition system will consist
 
of acceptance tests of contractor and government furnished components, com­
plete verification of system wiring and end to end confidence checks includ­
ing simulated sensor inputs through suitable readout equipment. Verification
 
of the total system will include end to end operation from the sensor to the
 
tape recorder playback. All ground support equipment required to interrogate
 
and decomutate the PMDU digital data will be provided as GFE from NASA Ames.
 
Ground simulation testing will provide initial total system checkout. The
 
aircraft evaluation measurands will be verified during the flight airworthi­
ness testing conducted in St. Louis.
 
B-2.2.5 DOCUMENTATION - MCAIR will furnish two sets of system block diagrams,
 
wire lists,mechanical installation drawings and test and operating procedures
 
-for the PCM system.
 
B-2.3 PROGRAMMABLE HEAD-UP DISPLAY (HUD) - The aircraft modifications, equip­




B-2.3.1 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS - The HUD Display Waveform Generator (DWG)
 
and Interface/Weapon Aiming Computer (I/WAG) are deleted and a Programmable
 
Display Processor (PDP) installed. The wiring between the DWG and I/WAC is
 
deleted and approximately 10 new wires are added between the PDP and various
 
aircraft sensors. Digital interface wiring (2 shielded pairs) is added from
 
the aircraft digital computer to the PDP and the existing I/WAG wiring is
 
'reterminated as required to be compatible with the PDP.
 
B-2.3.2 EQUIPMENT - The equipment to be procured comprises two PDPs
 
(1 installed and 1 spare) one programming adapter, a PDP test set and twelve
 
spare PROM elements. Because of their similarity with YAV-SB equipment, these
 
items will be procured sole source from Smiths Industries, Incorporated because
 
of their similarity with YAV-8B equipment. The PD? will be built and
 
tested to MCAIR specification.
 
B-2.3.3 PROCUREMENT - The MCAIR procurement activity will include design
 
specification generation, definition of the support requirements and data
 
requirements list, and necessary RFP and PO activity.
 
B-2.3.4 SUPPORT - The PDP supplier will provide engineering support for the
 
duration of the MCAIR modification effort. This support shall include:
 








B-2.3.5 TESTS - See Paragraph B-2.7.
 
B-2.3.6 SYMBOLOGY - The initial symbology programmed into the PDP will be
 
based on YAV-8B symbology.
 
B-2.4 LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM - The following tasks described below will be
 
performed. The equipment listed will be required.
 
B-2.4.1 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS - The aircraft modifications consist of adding
 
the angle receiver in the nose, a C-band antenna to the lower fuselage in the
 
nose area, a DME indicator and MLS control in the cockpit, the DME interroga­
tor to the equipment bay, and an L-band antenna to the lower aft fuselage.
 
This stand alone system has no interface with the flight control system. It
 
does interface via the digital adapter unit to the computer for the flight
 
director computation and display on the ADI and head up display.
 
B-2.4.2 EQUIPMENT - The following WRAs (GFE) are required:
 














B-2.4.3 DEVELOPMENT AND TEST REQUIREMENTS - There is no development require­
ment. Acceptance tests of WRAs prior to installation using delivered GSE and
 
operational tests of installed equipment are described in Paragraph B-2.7.
 
B-2.5 COMPUTER SOFTWARE - Development of the computer software is dependent
 
on NASA's furnishing MCAIR with the latest version of the HAL/S compiler.
 
Required from the computer vendor will be the support software needed in pro­
gram development such as the linkage editor, functional simulator, and
 
utilities as well as preflight and inflight computer self-test program modules.
 
The Flight Control System software will be developed during the System
 
Design Phase. The System Design Phase will be devoted to problem analysis,
 
planning and establishing standards for subsequent software activities.
 
Tasks to be accomplished during this phase are:
 
o 	Generate Integration Block Diagrams (IBDs).
 
o 	Extract major computation tasks from IBD's.
 
o 	Establish timing and program operation.
 
o 	Determine modes and mode switching requirements.
 
o 	Define logic for selection of secondary modes.
 
o 	Establish variables, iteration rates range scaling,
 
format and engineering units for computer interface signals.
 
o 	Organize software standards.
 






B-2.5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM MODULES - After the system design has been
 
completed and the software requirements defined, the actual programming phases
 
of the software development will begin. Top-level flow diagrams will be gen­
erated from the IBD's, the equations will be formulated then put into a form
 
suitable for a digital computer. Detailed math flows will be converted. The
 
flight program will be organized into functional modules and will be programmed
 




The individual software module will be tested in an isolated environment
 
before being combined with other modules. The objective is to determine that
 
the module does its job as a black box, i.e., provides the proper outputs for
 
a given set of inputs. The program module will be tested on an IBM 360/370
 
with a test driver which is a special test routine that provides the proper
 
test environment by simulating inputs and outputs to the module.
 
The individual modules will then be tested on a host computer (IBM 3601
 
370) using a functional simulator. This simulator is a computer program that
 
provides a bit-by-bit simulation of the airborne computer instruction set
 
while executing on the host computer. The functional simulator will be used
 
in conjunction with a User's Control Program, a Pathfinder program and Dyna­
mic Statistics Program, all of which are available from the F-15 program.
 
These programs will be modified for use on the NASA V/STOL research aircraft.
 
The software modules will then be modified based on the results of the instruc­
tion level simulator tests and MCAIR manned flight simulation.
 
B-2.5.2 MODULE - MODULE INTEGRATION - As groups of modules are completed and
 
tested, they will be integrated. The module integration will be completed
 
when the individual module source decks or tapes have been combined by the
 
linkage editor into a single object deck or tape. This tape will include the
 
inflight diagnostic support software which is furnished by the computer vendor.
 
The integrated modules will then be tested much as individual modules
 
were tested, i.e., by using test drivers, and performing tests with the fun­
ctional simulator and associated programs. The integration and testing will
 
be continued at ever-higher program levels until the complete operational
 
program is debugged and verified. An OFP tape will then be prepared in
 
object computer (IBM-AP01) language for insertion into the AP-101 computer
 
for on line testing.
 
B-2.5.3 ON-LINE SOFTWARE TEST - The flight computer program which was vali­
dated off-line will next be tested on-line in a Software Test Facility. The
 
Software Test Facility will contain:
 
o 	A flight computer loaded with the flight program.
 
o 	An auxiliary computer loaded with the software test
 
facility operating system program.
 
o 	Tapes containing software utility routines and an
 
assembler for the auxiliary computer.
 






B-2.5.4 HARDWARE/SOFTWARE BENCH INTEGRATION - The integrated bench test is
 
described in Paragraph B-2.7.
 
B-2.5.5 SUPPORT SOFTWARE MODIFICATION - The support software which is used
 
in flight program generation and verification and which must be modified is
 
shown in Figure B-2.
 
B-2.6 SIMULATION - The simulation program will be conducted on the NASA Ames
 
Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). It will evaluate control
 
system modifications, associated flight safety aspects, and failure effects.
 




B-2.6.1 PHASE I - MCAIR will provide the software simulation model of the
 
two place Harrier aircraft, including aerodynamics, propulsion, flight con­
trol and landing gear characteristics. MCAIR will provide software for the
 
HUD and the Landing Guidance System and will flight test the aircraft model
 
in MCAIR simulation facilities. NASA pilots will familiarize themselves with
 
the handling qualities and flight characteristics of the aircraft on the MCAIR
 
simulator. (A three-day flight simulation familiarization program for two
 
Harrier-qualified NASA pilots is suggested.) Familiarization will include
 
VTOs, hover, transition, STOs, SLs and high speed maneuvers. Ground effects,
 
wind and turbulence will be simulated. Flights will be conducted with and
 
without stability augmentation. The MCAIR model will be programmed on the
 
CDC Cyber 175 computer. This phase will be of approximately 9 weeks' dura­
tion.
 
B-2.6.2 PHASE II - MCAIR will provide the basic simulation to NASA Ames in
 
sufficient detail to permit conversion to the Honeywell Information Systems
 
(HIS) Sigma 8 digital computer. Sufficient check cases will be furnished to
 
permit verification of the model following conversion. MCAIR will provide
 
technical assistance to NASA Ames for:
 
o Two place Harrier model conversion.
 
o Control system failure mode conversion. 
o Software/hardware checkout.
 
o Determination of data requirements, formats and units.
 
NASA Ames will provide the FSAA simulation facility with two cockpits, one to
 
simulate the Two Place Harrier front cockpit with standard Harrier flight con­
trols and the other, the rear cockpit with the experimental flight controls.
 
All hardware for the front cockpit such as the Harrier stick grip and throttle/
 
nozzle control quadrant and the HUD will be provided by NASA Ames. Develop­
mental hardware such as a thrust and nozzle servo control and sidestick con­
troller, and HUD for the simulated rear cockpit will likewise be provided by
 
NASA Ames. Conversion of the software package to the Sigma 8 digital com­
puter will be the basic responsibility of NASA Ames, with MCAIR technical
 
assistance. Check cases provided by MCAIR will be used to verify the soft­
ware conversion including the control system failure effects. Use of a spare
 
flight control research computer for onboard computations within the simula­




STF Operating System 



















Function Program Size 

Provides real-time 8000 words 

inputs to Airborne Computer (24 BIT)
 
from modeled aircraft peripheral
 
systems previously recorded on
 
mag tapes in time history format.
 








Preprocessor to Compiler to source 16.5K Bytes 





Analysis of Trace Lines Output trom 29K Bytes 





Bookkeeping program for maintenance 29K Bytes 

and sorting of OFP Data Base.
 
Checks Airborne Computer I/O 119K Bytes 
















B-2.6.3 PHASE III - MCAIR will provide a simulation test plan for NASA use.
 
The test plan will be balanced insofar as is possible for the effects of pilot
 
learning, pilot fatigue, time of day, day of test and candidate order of appear­
ance. This will permit a sufficient number of flight operating points to be
 
gathered to ensure that sufficient data of quality wilr be generated to permit
 
the determination of the statistical significance of results. NASA Ames will
 
furnish Harrier qualified pilots, operating personnel and technicians. NASA
 
Ames will generate and analyze the data. MCAIR will provide technical assist­
ance for the simulation, reduction and analysis of data, and report prepara­
tion.
 
Phase III may be conducted as a continuous 8 week simulation or two 4
 




B-2.7 GROUND TESTS - The ground tests which will be required include both
 
airframe tests and experiment tests.
 
B-2.7.l AIRFRAME - Ground vibration tests of the airframe will identify
 
the structural modes of significance to control system analysis:
 
o Fuselage first vertical bending mode.
 
o' Fuselage first lateral bending mode.
 
o Wing first bending mode.
 
o Vertical tail bending mode. 
o Stabilator bending mode.
 
o Rudder rotation mode.
 
o Stabilator rotation mode.
 
In conjunction with the ground vibration tests, tests will be performed
 
to determine free play and rigidity and frequency response of the aileron,
 
stabilator, and rudder. The weight and center of gravity of the aircraft
 
will also be determined.
 
B-2.7.2 EQUIPMENT - The tasks required to perform the equipment tests include
 
equipment acceptance tests, software development, integrated bench test, air­
craft installation and checkout, and EMI tests (EMI survey only). The equip­
ment tests will require MCAIR to design, develop, and fabricate three major
 
test equipment items: a digital adapter test bench, a control system test
 
bench and a flight line analyzer. These test benches will be delivered to
 
NASA with the modified aircraft.
 
(a) Equipment Acceptance Tests - Except for the Digital Adapter (DA),
 
all equipment acceptance tests will be performed using delivered GSE and test
 
sets. Thus, only the DA and its cockpit controls will require a test bench.
 
The equipment to be acceptance tested is that addressed above.
 






(c) Integrated Bench Test - An integrated bench test will be performed
 
on the avionics system to validate the flight control system on the bench
 




o 	Interface capability with the MCAIR F-18 software test
 
facility for the duration that the bench is at MCAIR.
 
o 	The ability to interface with and perform integrated
 
bench test on the following flight hardware:
 
- Aircraft Digital Computer (AP-101)
 
- Digital Adapter and Control
 
- Control Surface Electromechanical Actuators
 
o 	The ability to simulate:
 
- Air Data Computer outputs 
- Inertial Navigation System outputs 
- Angle of attack 
- Rate gyros 
- Accelerometers 
- Control stick 
- Actuator dummy loads (if actuators not installed) 
o The ability to accept rate and acceleration inputs from
 
rate gyros/accelerometers mounted on an adjacent rate
 




o 	The wiring and test points necessary to verify the microwave
 
landing system (MLS) and programmable display processor (PDP)
 
interface with the digital computer. The MLS and PDP equip­
ment will be exercised using delivered GSE and test equipment.
 
The integrated bench test will be performed by integrating the bench
 
with the MCAIR software test facility (STF). The STF will simulate the air­
borne system on the bench and simulate the equations of motion. It will also
 
provide (displays and data) output for assessing system operation. The soft­
ware required by the STF for the integrated bench test is shown in Figure B-2.
 
B-2.7.3 AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT - A flight line analyzer (FLA)
 
will be designed and fabricated to permit rapid flight control system check­
out on the aircraft. It will provide open loop stimuli to the flight control
 
system to the extent necessary to assess the integrity of the system for
 
flight. System software checks performed by the FLA will be simplified tests
 




B-2.7.4 EMI SURVEY - An EMI test shall be performed on the aircraft prior to
 
flight. This test shall be the minimum necessary to assure that no EMI
 




B-2.8 AIRWORTHINESS TESTS - The functional test flights of the aircraft will 
be conducted at the MCAIR, St. Louis facility. Five flights will be performed 
over a one month period to accomplish the checkout of the basic aircraft con­
trol system and the airborne data acquisition system. The digital fly-by-wire 
flight control system will not be turned on during the MCAIR flight tests. 
The instrumentation ground support equipment, to be supplied as GFE, will be
 
required at St. Louis during the flight test period and also during the pre­
ceding ground test of the fly-by-wire control system.
 
The functional checkout of the basic airplane will be accomplished in
 
accordance with NAVAIR Ol-AV8A-lF, NATOPS Functional Checkflight Checklist,
 
modified as required to accommodate the aircraft configuration. Additional
 
flights, over and above those normally required to complete the NATOPS check­
list, will be required to evaluate the frictional effects of the fly-by-wire
 
system servos attached to the basic flight control system. Maneuvers will
 




B-3 DUPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
 
Task descriptions for implementing the duplex flight control system are
 
given in this section. The duplex series digital fly-by-wire flight control
 
system, data acquisition system, head up display, landing guidance system
 




B-3.1 CONTROL SYSTEMS MODIFICATIONS - The flight control system modifications
 
include aircraft modifications and equipment requirements.
 




(a) Nose - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(a).
 
(b) Forward Cockpit - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(b).
 
(c) Aft Cockpit - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(c) except as follows:
 
o 	Longitudinal Feel System - Same as the longitudinal feel system
 
in Paragraph B-2.1.1(c) except the RVDT is dual and the stick is
 
still connected to the control column.
 
o 	Lateral Feel System - Same as the lateral feel system in Paragraph
 
B-2.1.1(c) except the RVDT is dual and the stick is still connected
 
to the control column.
 
o 	Directional Feel System - Same as the directional feel system in
 
Paragraph B-2.1.1(c) except the RVDT is dual and the pedals are
 
still connected to the control column.
 
(d) Wing­
o 	Revise the B276491 Aileron Control Lever to accept the output
 




o 	Add the dual series servo to the front spar.
 
(e) Equipment Bay - Same as Paragraph B-2.l.l(e).
 




- Remove the B278853 Control Pod
 
- Add dual series servo actuator
 
- Add walking beam bellcrank
 




- Add two F-15A rudder actuators
 
- Add new bellcrank
 
- Add new pushrod
 
- Power Amplifiers - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(f)
 
except only 3 three power amplifiers are required.
 
- Equipment Door - The second digital computer makes
 
it necessary to remove the present airplane door
 
266408 and build a new door similar to the AV-SC
 
flare and chaff door (75A338202).
 
(g) Top Center Fuselage - Same as Paragraph B-2.l.l(g).
 
(h) Hydraulics - Change engine gear box. Install Abex Pump 53227.
 
Revise plumbing from pump to engine/airframe interface. Add hydrulic lines
 




(i) Electrical System - The wiring which will be required for the basic
 
avionics changes, the electrohydraulic series actuator, and the feel system
 
actuators is as follows:
 
o 	31 wires from the nose to the forward cockpit.
 
o 	18 wires from the nose to the equipment bay area.
 
o 	151 wires from the forward cockpit to the equipment bay area.
 
o 	166 wires from the aft cockpit to the equipment bay area.
 
o 	16 wires from the wing to the equipment bay area.
 
o 	32 wires from the engine compartment to the equipment bay area.
 
o 	1 coax from the equipment bay shelf to an added antenna located
 
on the bottom of the aircraft just forward of the ventral fin.
 
o 	Approximately 270 wires will be added or reterminated within
 
the equipment bay/aft fuselage area.
 
o 	Wiring not used will remain in the aircraft and be capped off.
 
The removal of equipment will delete 10 fuses from the distribution panel.
 




B-3.1.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS - The following tasks are required to acquire
 
the digital flight control and electronic equipment for implementing the
 
duplex flight control system:
 
(a) Flight Controls - Flight control system components which are to be 
purchased or manufactured by MCAIR are listed in Figure B-3. This list does 
not include purchased avionics which are discussed later. Development effort 
will be minimized by selecting components which can be qualified by similarity 
whenever possible, only acceptance tests being required of the supplier. 
Supplier tests are expected to be analog. Where qualified components cannot 
be obtained, a reduced qualification test program will be utilized which is
 




o 	Feel System Servoactuators - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.2(a).
 
o 	RVDTs and Strain Gages - Position and force transducers
 




o 	Force Switch Strain Gages - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.2(a).
 
o 	 Series Servoactuator and Solenoid - The forward reaction control
 
valve servoactuator and solenoid will be the same as for the
 
simplex parallel configuration discussed in Paragraph B-2.1.2(a)
 
except that it will be dual and will have full authority.
 
o 	Modified Pumps and Gear Box - It is anticipated that two
 
modified pumps will be required, one for each system,
 
plus a modified engine gearbox.
 
" 	Yaw Dual Series Servoactuator - The yaw axis dual series
 
servoactuator is expected to consist of two F-15 rudder
 
actuators. Control from the forward cockpit will be
 
fully powered through the actuator.
 
o 	Pitch and Roll Dual Series Servoactuators - It is planned
 
that the dual series servoactuators for pitch and roll
 
will each use two F-4lateral series servos tied together
 
and modified for high response. Supplier tests are
 
expected to be analog.
 
o 	 Yaw Axis Trim Motor - A yaw axis trim motor will be required 
for the dual series configuration. Use of the F-15 rudder 
trim is planned. 
(b) Avionics - The avionic equipment requirements for the dual fly-by­
wire system are the same described in Paragraph B-2.1.2(b) except that addi­
tional avionics will be required:
 
o 	 One airborne computer 
o 	One digital adapter
 





DUAL SERIES FLIGHT CONTROL EQUIPMENT 




NUMBER OF UNITS 
NUMB 
A/C SPARE WEIGHT 







1 1 1 5.6 






1 1 1 6.8 
Feel System Servoactuator-Roll New E/M Plessey Dynamics TED 
*0 
System RVDTs Existing TED 2 3 2 1.0 
System Strain Gages Existing MDC TBD 2 3 2 
Force Switch Strain Gages Existing MDC TED 1 3 2 
YAV-8B,Series Servoactuator Existing E/M MPC Products 1165-3-L59 2 1 1 2.8 
YAV-8B Series Servoactuator Solenoid Existing LEDEX 184945-001 1 1 1 
Hydraulic Pump-Modified, PC-I 
Engine Gear Box-Modified 
DualSeries Servoacttiator-Yaw 






(F-15 Rudder Actuator) 
Ronson 3U3151-8 
(F-4 Lateral Series Servo) 




































(a) Two units will be combined to form a dual unit
 
(c) Failure Mode and Effects Analysis - Same as Paragraph 2.1.2(c).
 
(d) Logistic Support - Same as Paragraph 2.1.2(d).
 
B-3.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM - Same as Paragraph B-2.2.
 
B-3.3 PROGRAMMABLE HEAD-UP DISPLAY - Same as Paragraph B-2.3.
 
B-3.4 LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEMS - Same as Paragraph B-2.4.
 
B-3.5 COMPUTER SOFTWARE - The tasks required to generate the software for the
 
dual configuration are identical to those for the simplex system, Paragraph
 
B-2.5, except that the inflight integrity management module will be replaced
 
with the redundancy management module. Also, there is a slight increase in
 
BIT programming. The memory requirements of the Operating Flight Program
 
are given in Figure B-4.
 




B-3.6 SIMULATION - Same as Paragraph B-2.6.
 
B-3.7 GROUND TESTS - The ground tests which will be required include both
 
airframe and equipment tests.
 
B-3.7.1 AIRFRAME - Same as Paragraph B-2.7.1.
 
B-3.7.2 EQUIPMENT - This section defines only those items affected by duplex
 
flight control implementation. Items not addressed in this section are
 




(a) Equipment Acceptance Tests - This item is the same as the equiva­
lent item in Paragraph B-2.7.2 except that the equipment to be tested is
 
that addressed in Paragraph B-3.1.2.
 
(b) Integrated Bench Test - The changes to this item from Paragraph
 




o Dual digital adapters 
o Dual AP-1O1 digital computers 
o Dual rate gyros 
o Dual electrohydraulic actuators
 
The test bench will be configured to perform integrated bench test on this
 
duplex system in a manner similar to that described for the simplex system.
 
Provision will be made to have a hydraulic power source adjacent to the
 
integrated bench. This power source will not be a deliverable item.
 





OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROGRAM MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 
- DUAL SYSTEM (HAIl/S PROORAMMTNG) 
MEMORY WORDS - 16 BITS 



















MLS/Fit. Director 2400 -
TOTAL 22300 19900 
B-4 TRIPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
 
Task descriptions for implementing the triplex flight control systems
 
are given in this section. The triplex parallel digital fly-by-wire flight
 
control system, data acquisition system, head up display, landing guidance
 




B-4.1 CONTROL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS - The flight control system modifications
 
include aircraft modifications and equipment requirements.
 




(a) Nose - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(a).
 
(b) Forward Cockpit - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(b).
 
(c) Aft Cockpit - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(c) except as follows:
 
o 	Lateral Feel System - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(c)
 
except that the RVDTs and force link are triplex.
 
o 	Longitudinal Feel System - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(c)
 
except that the RVDTs and force link are triplex.
 
o 	Directional Feel System - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(c)
 
except that the RVDTs and force link are triplex.
 




(e) Equipment Bay - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(e). 
(f) Aft Fuselage - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(f) except that the longi­
tudinal and lateral servos are triplex, there are 12 power amplifiers mounted 
on Frame 42, and the equipment door described in Paragraph B-2.1.1(f) is 
installed. 
(g) Top Center Fuselage - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.1(g).
 
(h) Hydraulics - No hydraulic system modifications are required.
 
(i) Electrical System - Changes involving the avionics, the triplex
 
electromechanical parallel actuators, and the feel system actuators are:
 
o 	31 wires from the nose to the forward cockpit.
 
o 	18 wires from the nose to the equipment bay area.
 




o 	151 wires from the forward cockpit to the equipment bay area.
 






o 	166 wires from the aft cockpit to the equipment bay area.
 




o 	24 wires from the wing to the equipment bay area.
 




o 	48 wires from the engine compartment to the equipment bay area.
 
o 	24 wires from the engine compartment to the gun pod containing
 
the digital adapter unit.
 
o 	I coax from the equipment bay shelf to the added antenna
 




o 	58 wires between the left and right gun pods.
 
Approximately 300 wires will be added or reterninated within the equipment
 
bay/aft fuselage area. Wiring not used will be capped and left in the air­
craft.
 
The removal of equipment will delete 10 fuses in the distribution panel.
 
The addition of equipment will add back 17 fuses.
 
(j) Gun Pod - The third computer requires the installation of a rede­
signed and rebuilt gun pod. To incorporate an equipment shelf within the
 
gun pod for the required unit, a new mid section to replace the gun mounting
 
cradle and a new mid fairing to replace the present cradle fairing will be
 
necessary. The front and aft gun pod fairings will be adapted to the new mid
 
section using similar attach points. The equipment mount will attach to the
 
airplane at the same points as the gun mounting cradle did and the equipment
 
will be installed inverted to simplify the mount structure.
 
B-4.1.2 EQUIPMENT - The tasks required to acquire the digital flight control
 




(a) Flight Controls - Flight control system components which are to be
 
purchased or manufactured by MCAIR are listed in Figure B-5. This list does
 
not include purchased avionics which are discussed later. Development effort
 
will be minimized by selecting components which can be qualified by similarity
 
whenever possible, with only acceptance tests required of the supplier.
 
Supplier tests are expected to be analog. Where qualified components cannot
 
be obtained, a reduced qualification test program will be utilized which is
 




o Feel System Servoactuators - Same as Paragraph B-2.1.2(a).
 
o RVDTs and Strain Gages - Position and force transducers
 










Feel System Servoactuator-Yaw 

Feel System Servoactuator-Pitch 





System Strain Gages 





YAV-8B Series Servoactuator Solenoid 














TRIPLEX PARALLEL FLIGHT CONTROL EQUIPMENT
 
STATUS TYPE MANUFACTURER PART NUMBER 
New E/M MPC Products Proposal 
#15974 
E/M Plessey Dynamics TBD 
New B/M MPC Produots #15974 
E/M Plessey Dynamics TBD 
New E/M MPC Products #15974 
E/M Plessey Dynamics TBD 
Existing TED 
Existing MDC TED 
Existing MDC TBD 
Existing E/M MPC Products 11650-3-L59 
Existing LEDEX 184 945-001 
New MDC 
New E/M MPC Products TED 
E/M Plessey Dynamics 
New E/M MPC Products Proposal No. 
E/M Plessey Dynamics
 





























NUMBER OF UNITS 
A/C SPARE WEIGHT 
1 - 1 5.6 




















o 	Series Servoactuator and Solenoid - The forward reaction
 
control valve servoactuator and solenoid will be the same
 




o 	Emergency Spring Cartridges - Same as Paragraph 3-2.1.2(a).
 
o 	Pitch, Roll and Yaw Servoactuators - The pitch, roll and yaw
 
parallel electromechanical servoactuators are triplex.
 
(t) Avionics - The avionic equipment requirements for the triplex
 
fly-by-wire system are as described in Paragraph B-2.1.2(b) except that
 
additional avionics will be required:
 
o 	Two airborne computers.
 
o 	Two digital adapters.
 
o 	Two rate gyro assemblies (pitch, rate, and yaw).
 
(c) Failure Mode and Effects Analysis - Same as Paragraph 2.1.2(c).
 
(d) Logistics Support - Same as Paragraph 2.1.2(d).
 
B-4.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM - Same as Paragraph B-2.2.
 
B-4.3 PROGRAMMABLE HEAD-UP DISPLAY - Same as Paragraph B-2.3.
 
B-4.4 LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM - Same as Paragraph B-2.4.
 
B-4.5 SYSTEM SOFTWARE - The task complexity for providing software for the
 
triplex configuration is the same as described for the dual configuration
 
in Paragraph B-3.5. Support software requirements are the same as described
 
for the simplex configuration in Paragraph B-2.5. The memory requirements
 
of the Operating Flight Program are given in Figure B-6.
 
B-4.6 SIMULATION - Same as Paragraph B-2.6.
 
B-4.7 GROUND TESTS - The ground tests which will be required include both
 
airframe tests and equipment tests.
 
B-4.7.1 AIRFRAME - Same as Paragraph B-2.3.1. 
B-4.7.2 EQUIPMENT This paragraph defines only those items affected by the
 
triplex flight control system implementation. Items not addressed in this
 
paragraph are unchanged from the simplex implementation addressed in Para­
graph B-2.7.1 herein.
 
(a) Equipment Acceptance Tests - This item is the same as the equiva­
lent item in Paragraph B-2.7.2 except that the equipment to be tested is
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(b) Integrated Bench Test - The changes to this item for triplex imple­
mentation includes triple equipment as follows:
 
o Three channel digital adapters
 
o Three AP-101 digital computers
 
o Three rate gyros
 
o Three electromechanical actuators
 
The test bench will be configured to perform integrated bench test on this
 
triplex system in a manner similar to that described for the simplex system.
 
B-4.8 AIRWORTHINESS TESTS - Same as Paragraph B-2.7.
 
B-5 LOW SPEED AIR DATA SYSTEM
 
B-5.1 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION - One sensor will be mounted on the upper surface
 
of the nose immediately forward of the forward canopy and the associated elec­
tronic unit will be mounted in the nose area. YAV-8B derived structural modifi­
cations for the containment of the sensor in the nose upper fuselage are directly
 
applicable to the two place Harrier. The other sensor will be mounted on the
 
left side of the nose in a position which is a mirror image of the location of
 
the production angle of attack probe. Structural modifications for mounting
 
this probe must be designed. Since both the YAV-8B and V/STOL research aircraft
 
will have a flight test nose boom, the modifications related to the installation
 
of the electronics units in the nose area of the YAV-8B will also be applicable
 
to the V/STOL research aircraft.
 
B-5.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED - The equipment required is Applied Devices low range
 
air data sensors and two electronics units. The sensor is three inches long,
 
1.25 inches in diameter and weighs 0.5 pound. The associated electronic unit
 
is 3.5 inches by 2.5 inches by 10 inches and weighs 1.2 pound. The output of
 
this system interfaces with the airborne computer. The system is CFE.
 
B-5.3 DEVELOPMENT AND TEST REQUIREMENTS - The sensor units and electronics will
 
have been developed for the YAV-8B. However, unlike the YAV-8B the units must
 
be interfaced to the flight control computer and head up display through the
 
digital adapter unit. Thus, two hardware identical channels will have to be
 
developed for the digital adapter unit. Precision calibration of the units will
 
be required in the-mini-model lab and tunnel. Analysis of local field effects
 
such as the nose boom and sideslip effect on the sensor mounted on the port side
 
of the aircraft must be determined.
 
B-5.4 SOFTWARE - Software for processing the raw sensor data must be developed.
 
B-5.5 SPARES - Two spare systems, consisting of one sensor and electronic unit
 
each, will be required.
 
B-5.6 GSE - Available standard test equipment (multimeter, oscilloscope) will
 








B-6.1 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS - The side-arm controller will be installed in
 
the aft cockpit in the right hand console area. The right hand console will
 
be reworked to prepare for the side-arm controller by removing the ARC-114
 
radio, the ARC-150 radio and the voice recorder. (The ARC-150 is replaced
 
by the D403 radio outside of the cockpit.) A cover plate is to be used until
 
a side-arm controller is required. Some adjustment will be required to deter­
mine the optimum angles for pilot comfort.
 
B-6.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS - The controller selected is the two axis, base
 
pivot unit which was developed in the F-15 High Acceleration Cockpit (HAC)
 
program. It has built-in electrical outputs through three separate wire bundle
 
connectors. P/N 68-031012-101 is the F-15 HAC procurement specification pre­
pared for such a unit but none has been purchased or qualified.
 




B-6.4 SOFTWARE - The software for the sidestick should be essentially the same
 
as the software for the center stick.
 
B-7 SIMPLEX THROTTLE AND NOZZLE SYSTEMS
 
The tasks required to implement the simplex parallel throttle and nozzle
 
systems are described below.
 
B-7.1 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS - The tasks required for the installation of the
 
throttle control system are:
 
o 	Remove link assembly.
 
o 	 Add force link. 
o 	 Add servo to end of fuel control shaft. 
The tasks required to revise the throttle control lever are:
 
o 	 Revise throttle lever to allow motion carry-through from forward 
cockpit. 
o 	 Add RVDT. 
o 	Add disengage'switch.
 
The tasks required for the installation of the nozzle control system are:
 
o 	Revise quadrant assembly to accept parallel servo.
 
o 	Add parallel servo actuator.
 
o 	Remove B292227 connecting rod.
 
o 	Add force link.
 
The tasks required to revise the nozzle control lever are:
 






o 	 Add link. 
200
 
B-7.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED - The equipment required for the nozzle and throttle
 
systems is listed in Figure B-7.
 
B-7.3 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTS - The development and tests will be similar to those
 




B-7.4 SOFTWARE - Position transducers on the throttle and nozzle levers will
 
provide throttle and nozzle lever position information to the onboard digital
 
computer. The computer will then calculate the command signals for the parallel
 
servos attached to the fuel control unit'and the air motor servo unit. Since
 
MCAIR will provide the same throttle and nozzle system characteristics as the
 
production Harrier software development will be minimal, essentially gains.
 
Software'for implementing more complex systems, such as independent altitude
 




B-8 DUPLEX THROTTLE AND NOZZLE SYSTEMS
 
The tasks required to implement the duplex series throttle and nozzle
 
systems are described below.
 
B-8.1 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS - The tasks required to make the installation of
 
the dual throttle and control system are:
 
o Remove B301672 idler lever. 
o Add walking beam bellcrank. 
o Add dual series servo.
 
The tasks required to revise the throttle lever are:
 






o Add disengage switch.
 
The tasks required for the installation of the dual nozzle system are:
 
o Remove A263618 control rod.
 




o Add walking beam bellcrank.
 
The tasks required to revise the throttle lever are:
 
o Revise nozzle lever. 
o Add RVDTs. 
o Add link. 
B-S.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED - The equipment required to implement the dual series
 
throttle and nozzle systems is listed in Figure B-8.
 
B-8.3 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTS - The development and tests required will be
 







SIMPLEX PARALLEL THROTTLE AND NOZZLE SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT 
CHANNELS NUMBER OF UNITS 
PER 
- NAME STATUS TYPE MANUFACTURER PART NUMBER UNIT A/C SPARE WEIGHT 
Parallel Throttle New E/M ?IPC Products Proposal I 1 1 2.8 
Servoactuator E/M Plessey Dynamics- #15975 
Parallel Nozzle New E/M MPC Products #15976 1 1 1 2.8 
Servoactuator 
Throttle RVDT Existing 1 1 1 .2 
Nozzle RVDT Existing 1 1 .2 
NAME 
Dual Series Throttle 
Servoactuator 
























NUMBER OF UNITS 
A/C SPARE WEIGHT 
2 1 12.4 
2 1 12.4 
1 1 o.4 
1 1 0.4 
(a) t'wo units will be combined to form a dual unit 
CD 
ci 
B-8.4 SOFTWARE - Same as Section B-7.4.
 
B-9 TRIPLEX THROTTLE AND NOZZLE SYSTEMS
 
The tasks involved in mechanizing the triplex parallel throttle and nozzle
 
systems are described below.
 
B-9.1 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS - The aircraft modifications are the same as
 
described in Paragraph B-7.1, except that triplex actuators and RVDTs are used.
 
B-9.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED - The equipment required for the triplex parallel
 
throttle and nozzle systems is given in Figure B-9.
 
B-9.3 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTS - The development and tests required will be similar
 




B-9.4 SOFTWARE - Same as Section B-7.4
 





TRIPLEX PARALLEL THROTTLE AND NOZZLE SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT 




NUMBER OF UNITS 


















3 1 1 4.0 
Throttle RVDT Existing 3 1 1 0.6 
totn 
Nozzle RVDT Existing 3 1 1 0.6 
APPENDIX C
 
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
 
This appendix presents the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) performed
 
for the NASA Two Place V/STOL Research Aircraft. Table C-I presents the FMEA of
 
the simplex system, Table C-2 presents the FMEA for the duplex system and Table C-3
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ACTION ITEM SUMMARY 
During the course of this research program four technical coordination 
meetings were held: 
o 	 13 October 1977 - Program "Kick Off" Meeting
 
(NASA Ames Research Center)
 
o 	14 November 1977 - Design Coordination Meeting
 
(NASA Ames Research Center)
 




o 	16 January 1978 - Final Oral Presentation
 
(NASA Ames Research Center)
 
A number of MCAIR and NASA action items were identified at each meeting.
 




FIGURE D-i ACTION ITEM SUMMARY 
13 October 1977 Program "Kick Off" Meeting 
Responsibility Subject Status 
NASA Identify Redundant Control System Concepts 
to be Studied 
Complete 
MCAIR Study Feasibility of Retaining Rear Cockpit 
Mechanical Controls Connected Until Confidence 
in FBW is Gained 
Complete 
MCAIR MCAIR/NASA Pilots Begin Dialogue Complete 
MCAIR Can YAV-8B Roll Nozzle Design be Used to 
Improve Roll Control? 
Complete 
MCAIR Determine Control System Frequency Response 
and Velocities 
Complete 
MCAIR Contact NASA to Identify Telemetry Interface 
Required 
Complete 
MCAIR Determine Time Identification of Data Which 
is not Time Tagged 
Not Required 
MCAIR Can Low Speed Sensor be Mounted on- Flight 
Test Boom? 
Complete 
MCAIR Contact NASA for LTN-51 INS Data and Usage Complete 
MCAIR Add Four Weeks Simulation Support at NASA Complete 
MCAIR Study Feasibility and Cost of Software 
Verification Prior to Flight 
Complete 
MCAIR Select Computer Which Uses HAL/S Higher 




FIGURE D-2 ACTION ITEM SUMMARY 
14 November 1977 Design Coordination Meeting 
Responsibility Subject Status 
MCAIR Add Disengage Button to Forward Cockpit 
Stick and Throttle 
Complete 
MCAIR Put Computer Control in Aft Cockpit, Avionics 
Controls in Forward Cockpit 
Complete 
MCAIR Keep Aft Cockpit Stick and Rudder Pedals 
Mechanically Connected to Control System 
in Dual Series Configuration 
Complete 
MCAIR Compute Frequency Response Between Servo 
and Forward Stick 
Complete 
MCAIR Keep Throttle and Nozzle Levers Mechanically 
Connected to Present Systems in Dual Series 
Configuration 
Complete 
FIGURE D-3 ACTION ITEM SUMMARY 
13 December 1977 Option Selection Meeting 
Responsibility- Subject Status 
MCAIR Investigate Feasibility of Using Ferranti INS Complete 
MCAIR Review Word Number Estimate for Computer Program Complete 
NASA Provide Measurand List Incomplete 
MCAIR Add Second Low Speed Air Data Sensor Complete 
MCAIR Provide Instrument Design Aids for Ron Gerdes 
Trip to U.K. 
Complete 
MCAIR Include NASA Engineering Safety Review and 
Flight Readiness Review in Schedule 
Complete 
MCAIR Revise Support Plan to Four Years/One Site/ 
120 Hours Per Year 
Complete 
MCAIR Prioritize Aircraft Mods to be Done at NARF Deferred 
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FIGURE D-4 ACTION ITEM SUMMARY 
16 January 1978 - Final Oral Presentation 
Responsibility - Subject Status 
MCAIR Include a Computer Cost Comparison in the 
Final Report 
Complete 
MCAIR Provide Technical Explanation of Engine 







MCAIR Provide Model for Simulating Dynamics 
Relating Longitudinal Parallel Servo Input 
to Actuator Valve Input and Forward Stick 
Complete 
NASA Initiate review of AV-8A Simulation Data 
Package currency 
Pending 
MCAIR Provide Descriptions of Theory of Operation 
of Low Speed Air Data Sensor 
Complete 
2a8
 
